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Partial Grain Embargo To Be Imposed

Carter Says Retaliation
Will Hit Russians Hard
By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter says his retaliation against the
Soviet military intervention in
Afghanistan, including a partial grain
embargo, is calculated to hit the
Russians where it will hurt. But others
complain his actions will harm the
United States, too,
It was impossible to know whether
the punitive measures Carter announced in . a nationally broadcast
address Friday night actually will force
the Soviets to remove their troops from
Afghanistan.
But one top White House official, who
asked to remain anonymous, said the
president did what he,set out to do:
Make "it clear that the Soviet Union
cannot behave this way with impunity."
Halting the shipment of 17 million
tons of grain, valued at $2 billion,
clearly was the most controversial
decision, attracting
bipartisan
criticism, especially from farm state
representatives.
.
Sen. Adlai Stevenson, D-111., complained that Soviet imperialism "will
not be curbed by embargoes which
ultimately damage the United States
more than the Soviet Union."
Conservative Sen. Roger Jepsen, R-

Iowa, contended the embargo "is going
to hurt Iowans much more than it will
hurt the Russians."
But the overall reaction seemed to
break along party lines, with
Democrats supportive of the president
and Republicans critical.
House Democratic leader Jim Wright
predicted Congress "will support the
president entirely in any legislation
required to carry out this country's
firneand measured response to Soviet
aggression."
In the 10-minute speech from the Oval
Office, Carter warned that unopposed
aggression becomes a "contagious
disease" and called the Dec. 27 intervention in Afghanistan "a deliberate
effort of a powerful atheistic government to subjugate an independent
Islamic people."
He also said the United States
preferred not to withdraw from the 1980
Summer Olympic Games in Moscow
but served notice that "continued
aggressive actions will endanger"
participation of U.S. athletes and
spectators.
The White House official said Carter
used "most of the major options that
were there," calling them "just short of
direct military action."
The official also said the punitive
actions "will seriously impair the

II

ability of the Soviet governmeht to
deliver the increased standard of livina
they have promised over the next fly year period."
The president and other U.S. officii
announced these actions:
—A refusal to sell 17 million tons
grain the Soviets wanted to buy af: •
experiencing one of their worst h •
vests inyears. Eight million tons will
delivered as scheduled, however.
The grain embargo was coupled wit
a
promise to farmers that
congressional support for measures to
ease the impact will be sought. The cost
to the U.S. government is expected to
be about $3 billion, officials said.
In addition to the grain embargo, a
halt to sales of other agricultural
products, including soybeans, was
announced.
—A halt to shipments of U.S.
technological equipment and strategic
items to the Soviet Union.
—A delay in the opening of new
American or Soviet consular facilities
and deferral of most cultural and
economic exchanges.
—A severe curtailment — from
430,000 tons to 75,000 tons—of fishing
privileges for Russian trawlers in
American waters. That is worth an
estimated $60 million.
—An increase in military equipment,
_fesetaiiagl,cither aid to Pakistan, a neighbor of Afghanistan and a refuge for
some 400,000 Afghan natives.
The White House official said many
congressmen and farmers advised
against the grain embargo, but pledged
to support the decision.
"These actions will require some
sacrifice on the part of all Americans,"
Carter said in his address. "But there is
absolutely no doubt that these actions
are in the interest of world peace."
He said the "response of the international community to the Soviet
attempt to crush Afghanistan must
match the gravity of the Soviet action."
The official acknowledged it
"remains to be seen" what impact the
grain embargo will have on Carter's
political standing in the farm state of
Iowa, where he faces his first real
battle in the presidential election year
with Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., and California Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr. iri Jan. 21 precinct caucuses
there.

HOSPITAL — Construction work on Phase II of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital has been slowed in recent weeks
by the holiday season and by snow. According to hospital administrator Stuart Poston, Phase II includes a new surgical
suIte five-X-ray-rooms,doctor's locker rooms and expansion of recovery and waiting rooms, the pharmacy and the outpatient wing.
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cloudy and
cold
Mostly cloudy and cold today
with highs in the low 30s. Clearing
and cold tonight with lows in the
low 20s. Partly sunny and a little
warmer Sunday. Highs in the
upper 30s. Winds light and northwesterly today and light and
variable tonight.

Man's Sentencing in Marshall
County Delayed By Arrest Here
The sentencing of a man in Marshall
County Circuit Court was delayed
Friday by his arrest for a traffic
violation in Calloway County.

BATTLING FIRE — Murray firefighters entered the Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity house through a basement window to extinguish a fire at the 1400
Main location early this morning. The cause of the fire was undetermined but
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper speculated at the scene that it may have been started
by a malfunctioning electric pump in the basenillut. One of three persons staying at the house, Carl Riggs, was treated for injuries at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and released. According the two other residenes, Jeff Turky
and Gary Stroud, Riggs was injured while attempting to put out the fire prior to
the arrival of firemen. Other residents of the fraternity house are still away on
holiday break. The fire was reported about 2:30 a.m.
Staff F'hato Fly Gene MeCutcheon

Murray city police and Murray State
University security officers said the:'
arrested Robert Gray Dean, 23, after
receiving complaints of-- a---vehicle
weaving from side to side on area
roads. Dean appeared before Calloway
County District Judge Sid Easley,
pleaded guilty to driving under the
influence and was sentenced to six
months in prison.
He was then transferred to Marshall
Circuit Court in Benton, where he had
pleaded guilty to drug trafficking
charges Nov. 27. Dean had been free on

$15,000 bond pending sentencing.
Dean was sentenced to two years in
the state penitentiary. The judge said
the six-month sentence in the Calloway
court would be served concurrently.

County Fiscal Court
To Hold Meeting On
Tuesday, Jan. 22
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
will hold its regularly scheduled
meeting at 1 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 22,
according to Judge-Executive Robert
0. Miller.
The meeting will be held in Miller's
office in the Calloway County Courthouse.

Local Manufacturer
Fails To Pay ifilorkersr
Owners Summoned
The owners of Calloway Manufacturing Co., William B. Cappock and
Clark Hicks, have been ordered to
appear in Calloway County District
Court Monday on charges that they
have failed to pay their employees
since Dec. 14.
Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker said Friday that he had
received complaints from some of the
120 employees of the firm which
produces blue jeans. A summons was
then issued for the owners charging
them with 120 counts of failure to pay
employees.
Hicks said today that he felt the
matter was a temporary problem and
was "optimistic" that it could be
resolved.
Parker said that the last date
paychecks were issued was Dec. 21,
however, the paychecks were for the
pay period ending Dec. 14. State law
provides that an employer must pay his

Dr. Gene Schanbacher, a professor of
industrial education at Murray State
University since 1961, has been elected
president of the Murray Rotary Club
for 1980-81. He will take office July 1,
succeeding Stuart Poston, administrator of the Murray-Calloway
County HospitSI,the current president.
A native of Cherokee, Okla.,
Schanbacher presently is . vicepresident of the 108-member club and is
a past member of its board of directors.
He holds degrees from the Universities

More Than 200 Bills Await Lawmakers
a new or used motor vehicle, introduc'd
by Powers.
--SB14,to expand prohibition of wage
discrimination on the basis of sex to all
employers with more than one employee, instead of just those with eight
or more employees, introduced by
Powers.
--SB28, to prohibit foreigners from
owning more than 10 acres of
agricultural land in Kentucky, introduced by Sen. Pat McCuiston, DPembroke.
—SB30, to exempt from the state
inheritance tax all transfers to a spouse
rather than only the first 850,000. introduced by the Interim Joint Committee on Appropriations and Revenue.
—SB37,to require a prisoner to serve
at least three-fourths of his sentence
before being paroled and repeal shock
probation, introduced by Sen. Richard
Weisenberger, D-Mayfield.
—SB38, to combine the energy and
utility regulatory commissions back
into a single public service commission
with five full-time commissioners,

introduced by Easterly.
--SB39, to establish a statewide
senior citizen discount program, introduced laj, the Interim Committee on
Health and Welfare.
—HB6,to abolish the fuel adjustment
clause for residential utility bills, introduced by Rep. Clayton Little, DHartley.
—HB12, to require legislative approval of state agency administrative
regulations, introduced by the Interim
State Government Committee.
—HB13, to require legislative approval of state personal service contracts, introduced by the Interim State
Government Committee.
—HBI8, to permit wage deductions
for union dues for public employees,
introduced by Rep. Archie Romines, 1)Louisville.
—HB20, to establish uniform
procedure of annexation for all classes
of cities, introduced by Reps. Dottie
Priddy, D-Louisville, and Albert
Robinson, R-London and Romines.
—H829, to require advice and cnie

Parks Board Will
Hear Report Tuesday
On 1980 Budget
A report on the 1980 parks budget tops
the agenda for the next regular meeting
of the Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board.
The meeting will be held at 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 8, at the Calloway
County courthouse.
Other items on the agenda include a
report on the renovation of the old depot
at the park and the monthly finance
committee report, according to Gary
Hohman, parks director.

Schanbacher Elected As
Rotary Club President

General Assembly To Consider Pre Filed Measures
6

By HERBERT SPARROW
of the paperwork involved in getting a
Associated Press Writer
session started.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — When
The pre-filed bills have already been
Kentucky's lawmakers arrive in the
printed and assigned House and Senate
state capital Tuesday for the start of
numbers that will accompany them
the 1980 General Assembly, they will
throughout their life. The bills will be
find more than 200 bills already waiting
officially introduced Tuesday.
for them.
The first bill to be introduced in the
The measures have been prefiled by
Senate, pre-filed by Sen. Tom Easterly,
interim committees and individual
D-Frankfort, would return to the old
legislators during the past 15 months
style automobile license plates with the
under liberalized pre-filing rules apcounty name embossed on the plate and
proved in 1978.
the word "Kentucky" spelled out
The Legislative Research Comcompletely.
mission reported that late Friday afThe first House bill was prefiled by
ternoon 135 bills and seven resolutions
Rep. Elmer Patrick, R-Williamsburg
had been introduced in the House and 63
and would amend the state Constitution
bills and three resolutions in the Senate.
to provide for initiative and referen_
Therr-were 185 bills pre-filed for the
dum.
1978 session when prefiling was limited
Some of the other pre-filed bills that
to a onemonth period prior to the
will be introduced Tuesday are:
session The 1978 legislature amended.
—SB4, to provide special license
the rules to allow prefiling at any time • plates for former prisoners of war,
between sessions of the General
introduced by Sen. Georgia Davis
Assembly.
Powers, D-Louisville.
Pre-filing was adopted several years
—SH8, to compute mot's!:''vehicle
ago by the legislature to speed up some
usage tax on the actual amount paid for

employees withirt-lt-days of the last
work performed, according to Parker.
The penalty upon conviction is a fine of
$25 to $100 on each count, Parker said.
The plant closed at noon Friday.

sent of the Senate regarding the
governor's appointments of cabinet
secretaries, introduced by the Interim
State Government Committee.
—HB51,to allow local school districts
to charge students for admission fees
and transportation costs for cultural
enrichment programs or field trips,
introduced by Rep. Steve Wilborn, DShelbyville.
—HB74, to provide a bonus- tO Viet
Nam veterans, introduced by Reps
Hoover Dawahare, D-Whitesburg and
Aggie Sale, D-Harrodsburg.
—HB76, to provide for an open
primary, introduced by Rep. Harold
DeMarcus, R-Stanford.
—HB77, to abolish the office of
commonwealth attorney and provide
for full-time county attorneys, introduced by DeMarcus,
—HB99, to provide for uniform
statewide motor vehicle title law, introduced by Romines.
—HB100, to abolish the state Human
Rights Commission, introduced by
Romines.

of Missouri, Northern Colorado and
Northwestern State University.
A member of the Murray club since
1962, he also was a visiting professor at
Haile Sellassie University, Ethiopia,
from 1968-70 and served as an advisor to
the country's ministry of education.
His teaching specialties at Murray
State include drafting and design,
illustration, professional courses and
metrics. Mrs. Schanbacher is the
former Priscilla Rae of Cherokee,
Okla., and they have two children, Greg
and Lone. They live at 1314 Farris-Ave.
Elected vice-president was Charles
Walston, president and general
manager of PSR Computer Services,
Inc., Murray, and a member of the club
since 1975. He presently is a member of
the board of directors.
Dr. Vernon Gantt, chairman of the
Department of Speech and Theatre at
Murray State and a member of the club
since 1975, was re-elected secretary,
and Larry Wright, vice-president,
Security Federal Savings di Loan,
Murray, was elected treasurer, succeeding Ted Vaughn, who has served in
that capacity as well as club secretary
during the past several years.
Making up the club's board of
directors, beginning July 1, will be
Vaughn, Dr. George Oakley, Dr. Bill
Allbritton and Joe Belcher.
Vaughn, who is with Murray Fabrics,
Inc., has been in the club since 1973;
Oakley, a dentist, since 1970; Allbritton,
an assistant professor and director'of
the Counseling and Testing Center at
Murray State, since 1977; and Belcher,
a wholesale oil jobber, since•1973.
Postor, as past president of the club
in July; automatically will become a
member of the new board.
Serving with Walston on the present
Ward iire Or • Allyn' !s,l, eat
Kopperud, Ed Shinners and Forrest
Priddy, the 1978-79 president.
6
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Community Calendar
, Saturday,Jan.5
Monday.Jan.7
Special Celebration and
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Seminar for the Youth will be 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
held at the First Baptist North Seventh and Olive
Church at 6 p.m. with Bill and ,Streets. Murray.
Marian Lee of Hattiesburg,
Miss:, as -headers. ReserLadies Barbershop Harvations should be made by mony Group is scheduled to
Thursday, Jan. 3.
meet at 7 p.m. at the First
Christian Church Educational
Winter Horse Show, spon- Building. All interested
sored by the New Providence women are invited, and
Riding Club, will start at 4 persons do not have to be able
p.m. at the West Kentucky to read music.
Livestock
Show
and
Exposition Center, College
Adult
Books
Great
Farm Road.
Discussion Group will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public'
Library with Bob Hart as
discussion leader.

Oaks Couples Bridge is
scheduled at 7:30 p.m. with
Norman and Carolyn Lane as
the host couple.

Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 11:30 a.m. at the club
house.

Temple Hill Lodge No: 276
,Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

_

Olga Hampton Group of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at the
church at 7 p.m.

Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
meet at tr p.m. at the Carman
Pavillion, College-Farm Road.
This is a support group for
Murray Lodge No 105 Free
families and friends of alcoholis and for information ,and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
call 437-4229.
Square and Round Dancing hall with work in the
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the Fellowcraft degree.
Woodmen of the World Hall..
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Sunday,Jan.6
have activities from 10 a.m. to
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C. 2 p.m. at the Hazel ComMcLemore will be honored on
munity Center with lunch
iheir. 0th_:wedding _an- served at 11:_4.5am. •
niversary with a reception at
Parents Anonymous will
the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church from meetal 7:15 p.m. Call 759-1792
2 to 4 p.m. The couPle requests for further information as to
temporary meeting place.
That guests not bring gifts..

.Tuesday,Jan.8
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New
Providence with Sylvia
Puckett, Paris Road with
Mattie Lou Buster, and
Coldwater with Mrs. Noble
Fuqua,all at 1 p.m.

4
DEAR DR. LAM- 1 read
in your column about the person who is having irregularities of the heart You mentioned that digitalis is often
used to control such irregularities You also said that there
were newer medicines that
are used in many eases now
and appeared to be more
effective in some cases.
I'm allergic to certain foods
and I get congestion of the
bronchial tree and irregularity of the heart- I've had trouble with digitalis and my doctor lust changed me from
Digoxin to Digitoxin. I seem
to be allergic to them. The

Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Maryleona
Frost at the church, Alice
Waters at the home of Mrs. A.
M. Alexander, and Bessie
Tucker ,at the home of Mrs.
James Diuguid, all at 9:30
. a.m.; Faith Doran will not
meet.

Group Plans Meet

Men's Prayer Breakfast of
United Methodist
First
Church will be at 7,a.m. at the
Sirloin Stockade.

Senior citizens Groups will
meet ag follows: Dexter at
Dexter Center, Hazel at Hazel
Center, and Murray at Ellis
Center, all at 10 a.m.;
Nutrition Program for the
Elderly at Douglas Center.

Singles Unlimited will meet *. St. Leo's Catholic Church
Women's Guild will meet at 1
at 6 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church to go by bus p.m. at Gleason Hall.
to Kenlake Hotel for dinner.
Groups of First Baptist
First Baptist Church Church Women will meet as
Women's-erbups will meet as follows: I with Mrs. Novella
lettie
orgiirr
-t*t 9 a.nit;
Frances Brown at 7 p.m. and
WMU meeting at 9:30 a.m. at
Kathleen Jones with Lucille the chapel; Dorothy with Mrs.
Thurmanat 7:15 p.m.
Kathryn Outland at 10r30
a.m.; III with Mrs. Jim Kee at
Tuesday,Jan.8
°
2 p.m.; Bea Walker with Mrs.
Groups of First Christian
Dottie Halley at 7:30 p.m.
Church CWF will meet as
The Rev. and Mrs. Earl follows: I with Mrs. Chichi
Warford will be honored at a • Stinnett at 10 a.m.; IV with
reception at the First Baptist Mrs. Leah Hart at 7:30 p.m:
Church Fellowship Hall, with the program by Sheila
Murray, from 2 to 4 p.m. Rev. Shaw.
Warford has retired as
Frames Drake
director of missions for the
Murray Star Chapter No.
River
Blood
Baptist 433 Order of the Eastern Star
-Association, sponsor of the will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
FOR SUNDAY,
reception. The public is in- lodge hall.
JANUARY 6, 1980
vited.
Murray TOPS (take off
Monday,Jan.7
What kind of day will
pounds sensibly) Club is
Northside Baptist Church scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at tomorrow be? To find out what
Women will meet with Jean the Health • Center, North the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Bridges at 7 p.m.
Seventh and Olive Streets.
Sign.
Mr. and M'rs. Henry
Edwards will be honored at a
reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary at their home on
Almo Route 1 from 2 to 5 p.m.
The aural of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints (The
Mormons invites the public to
an open house at the new
chapel, 520'South 16th Street,
Murray,from 4 to 7 p.m.

)liss Janeen Elizabeth Thorn

and Andrea..*Nathanial Burkeen
Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Thorn of Dexter announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest daughter,
Janeen Elizabeth, to Andrew Nathanial Burkeen, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert L. Burkeen of Dexter Route 1.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lexie,Hicks
and the late Marvin Hicks, and of Mrs. Myrtle Burden and
the late Richard Thorn. She is a 1979 graduate of Calloway
County High School.
Mr. Burkeen, a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is presently self employed. He is the grandson of the
late Jim and Olive Burkeen,and of the late Pearl and Fannie
Jones.
The wedding will take place on Friday, Feb. 1, at 7 p.m. at the Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church. A reception will
follow in the church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend
the wedding and the reception.

Singles Unlimited will meet
Monday. Jan. 7, at 6 p.m. at
the First United Methodist
Church to go by bus to the
Ken-lake Hotel-for dinner
Starting Monda'Y, Jan 14, the
- Singles will meet at 7 p.m. at
the First United Methodist
Church. This organization is
for all persons over 18 years of
age who are single due to
death, divorce, or never
having been married.

7)e
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Urology, Adult and Pediatric
announce the
relocation of their Office
to
42220 Cone Ucleitood,

Paducah, Ky.
Effective Jonuory 2. 1980

James C. Seabury Jr., MD
William H. Brigance, MD
Ronald M. Kupper, MD

ROBERT REDFORD
JANE FONDA
iv
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He was a poor black
iharecropper's son who
never dreamed he was
adopted.

STEVE MARTEN
BERNADETTE PETERS
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The Hits Are Here
Enjoy Them All
•— —
THE
Bargain Matinee
ELECTRIC
HORSEMAN Sunday2-00•AliSeats *1"
VALERIE PERRIWE
WILLIE HEBRON

An uncovered lemon pee
will absorb refrigerator odors
and add its own fresh smell.
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By Abigail Van Buren
N
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IRA G CORN, JR.

"Good enough is not
enough. It is ever, the enemy
of the best " Henry Atkinson.
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DEAR ABBY: My mother recently passed away after a
brief illness. In the obituary published in our local
LEO
newspaper, they gave her age as 89.
July 23 to Aug. 22f 412f
ig
Abby, mother was only 80, so it was .apparently a
_ Luck re finanres. Investors typographical error._
and gamblers have a better
Now this may not seem very important to some people..
shot than usual, Buy but mother was a very vain and prideful woman who would
something nice, but don't go never tell her age.
Because of this typographical error, in her obituary,
overboard.
everyone will think she is nine years older than she actually
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) UP% was.
Should we ask the newspaper editor to publish a correc
New self-confidence wins
you admiration from others. tion? I say we should. The rest of the family says to skip,it.
ARIES
OUTVOTED IN--OHIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) Irk% You'll be surprised how much
If yoo'll do some prior a smile does to better your
DEAR OUTVOTED: Sometimes it's bate; to-leave bad
planning for the work week cause.
enough alone. In support of my advice. I offer the following
ahead, you'll get the jump on LD3RA
from the California Newspaper Publishers Association. It is
the competition. Be receptive (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
an example of a typographical error in the classified section
to opportunity.
Let your ideas develop In of a small town newspaper, and the subsequent disastrous
TAURUS
private. Quitt.11)0tMilt$:4rin4 attempts to correct it:
( Apr. 20 to May 20i tikii? peace of mind. Domestic
"(Monday) FOR SALE-RD. Jones has one sewing
A very favorable time for interests are favored through machine for sale. Phone 948,0707 after 7 p.m. and ask for
furthering romantic and communications with loved Mrs. Kelly who lives with him cheap.
cultural interests. Happiness ones.
"(Tuesday) NOTICE - We regret having erred in RI).
Jones' ad yesterday. It should have read: 'One sewing
through love, sports and SCORPIO
machine for sale. Cheap. Phone 948-0707 and ask for Mrs.
creative enterprises.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
GEMINI
A stimulating exchange of Kelly who lives with him after 7 p.m.
"IWednesdayl NOTICE- R.D. Jones has informed us
(May 21 to June 20)
thoughts for partygoers
— make an extra effOrt to find Socializing may-lead- to an that -he- has rec.-i,,ed_ several annoying_ telephone calls •
a new apartment or in some important new contact. Be because of the error we made in his classified ad yesterday.
His ad stands correct as follows: FOR SALE- RD. Jones
way to better your domestic gracious and open-minded
has one sewing machine for sale. Cheap. Phone 948-91pf
situation. Luck is also with SAGITTARIUS
p.m. and ask for Mrs. Kelly who loves with him.
you in relationships.
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )9(ilit
"(Thursday) NOTICE-I, R.D. Jones, have NO sewing
A time to create career
CANCER
machine for sale. I SMASHED IT. Don't call 948-0707, as
(June 21 to July 22)
opportunities. Higher-ups and the telephone has been out. I have NOT been carrying on
Happy news. A good time to important
people
are with Mrs. Kelly. Until yesterday she was my housekeeper,
communicate and share receptive to your ideas. Aim but sho quit.
thoughts. Cheerfulness abets highand you'll go far!
DEAR ABBY: My problem, may not seem important to
your cause. Talks with loved CAPRICORN
you, but ifs ruining our marriage. My husband's feet smell!
ones lead to harmpny.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
This is no joke,-Abby. His feet smell like rotten eggs. •
' Be straightforward and
When he comes home from work, the first thing he does is sincere. Common sense take off his shoes. I, have to leave the room to keep from gag
enables you to get to the heart ging. When I try to talk to.him about it, he says,-I can't help
of the matter. Good news And it. Get off my back!"
luck from a distance.
I've even refuseittn sleep in the same room with him, but
AQUARIUS
that doesn't bother him. I wonder if something couldn't be
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
wrong with his sense of smell? I don't know how HE an
Do the necessary research stand it. I know his socks can't be dirty beastlier'he changes
•
re a business-financial op- them every day.
11 it wererillor his smelly-re-et-we would have a win el fiii
portunity. A good time to
augment capital. Feelings are marriage because he is one terrific guy. I've even considered
leaving him. Please help me.
deep and pleasurable.
ALL SMELLED OUT IN RI.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
DEAR SMELLED OUT: Most physicians.- and certainly
Singles may meet potential
with this
Leto Show Fri.8 Sat. 1141
mates and marrieds will get all podiatrists and endocrinologists are fattifffif
disorder, which is usually caused by excessive perspiration.
Met Entertainmentell or ever wily
closer. A -favorable time. to
your terrific guy to me a doctor. Smelly feet are
further heart interests. Luck Urge to sniff at.
nothing
through others.
DEAR ABBY: Some years ago I, like DOG 'TIRED, was
- YOU BORN TODAY have
troubled by a neighbor's barking
the potential to become a good owner had no effect. 4o I solvedthe dog. My appeals to (he'
problem myself by traincritic of society and its values. ing the dog.
You work well with groups,
I borrowed a public address system from a (trend, affixed
but when you stand apart and the microphone and speaker to the top of my fence, facing
figure out what you truly the neighbor's house where the dog lived -then I turned the
believe"in, you achieve your volume up as loud as I could.
greatest success. You ,are
Every time the-dog barked (or even whined), the sound
drawn to the- arts and can
was amplified and the public address system' would icier
succeed as a designer, actor, back at the dog! After two days, the dog never uttered a
writer, and teacher. Often you sound!
are found in businesses allied
VERNONS2,134: COSTA MESA
to the arts. You need people
DEAR VERNON: Thanks for the tip. If anyone out there
around you and would succeed
in hotel management or as an tries the "Orr Maneuver"and it works,send thanks to Costa
owner of a restaurant. Bir- Mesa.
thdate of: Alan Watts,
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
philosopher; Loretta Young, New booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write Abby:
film star; and Carl Sandburg, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose $1 and a
poet.
Mei, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelops, please.

,

Seabury, Brigance
and Kupper, P.S.C.

The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet
Monday. Jan. 7, at 7- p.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
Bob Hart will be the leader
for the discussion of the book,
Macbeth. by Shakespeare, the
first the new series for the
group.
Any person mho has read the
book.is welcome to attend and
take part in the discussion, a
spokesman said..

often be used in both patients
who have heart disease and
those who do not, but hear(
failure is usually treated with
digitalis.
To give you more information on irregularities, I am
DEAR READER - That's sending you The Health Letter
a good thought but digitalis number 6-12, Heart Irregularand the digitalis-type medi- ities, Skipped Beats, Tachycines are used for more than cardias. Other readers who
one thing. They're sometimes want this issue can send 75
used to help control certain cents with a long, stamped,
forms of irregularity of the self-addressed envelope for it
heart. They're also used to Send your request to me, in
strengthen the, force of the care of this newspaper, P
contraction of the heart Box 1551, Radio Cli,y7Station.
muscle.
New York, NY 10019.
This latter use is to help
I'm certain your doctor will
people who have heart failure, want to continue some form
meaning when the_ heart fails of digitalis if you really do
to beat strong 'enough and
have heart failure if it's at all
allows the body to begin to possible to do so. Certainly
accumulate fluids. The fluid
you should not discontinue
can accumulate in the lungs -taking your Digitoxin or what.
causing shortness of breath or ever digitalis-type medicine
if the right side of the heart is
your doctor has given you
involved, the fluid Can accuwithout his complete concurmulate in' the legs, liver and
rence and his supervision.
abdomen.
In general, it's a very poor
The new medicines I idea for a patient with any
referred to were those that form of important medical
could be used to control irreg- problem to quit taking his
ularities of the heart in cermedicines without discussing
tain cases. None of these it with his doctor. In the
medicines are useful in help- extreme form the patient with
ing to strengthen the contracheart- failure may -develop
tion of the heart muscle and congestive heart failure and
protect a person against heart have a medical emergency.
failure. These are two differThe person who has high
ent problems
blood pressure and stops tak• - -You can have irregularities . ing his. medicine may. baYe a
of the heart that are caused
high blood pressure crisis.
by heart disease - including
And the diabetic who stops his
the same diseases that cause insulin may develop a diabetic
heart failure with accumula- coma. The way to get the
tion of fluid. The medicines most out-- of your medical
for heart irregularities can advice is to follow it.
doctor said I have heart failure and was anemic. I was
wondering if the newer medicines you mentioned could be
used instead of the one I now
take.

Singles To Meet

Your Individual
Horoscope

,

The importance of digitalis
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.

Sinking Spring Baptist
Church Women's Groups will
meet as follows: Ruth Warren
at 5:30 p.m. at Westview for a
visit with patients and will
later go to thelome of Patsy
Neale; Gladys.Williamson at
the home of Gail Turner at 7
p.m.

HEALTH

February Wedding
Planned By Couple

East thought it good
enough to return partner's
suit when he got in with the
queen of clubs. Good .enough
was not enough and declarer sneaked off with a game
that should have been beaten.
South hoped to hear something about diamonds when
he forced with two spades
He didn't, so he took the
plunge and gambled .on his
no trump game anyway. Declarer won East's heart
jack with his ace and cashed
the ace of clubs. A low club
was led to-dummy with high
hopes. but when West discarded a diamond: declarer
could not bring in the clubs.
The jack was played from
dummy to give East his
• queen and East was at the
crucial point in plaYWittiOnt
-he
returned partner's suit and
the rest is history. Declarer
won the heart king, scampered off with nine quick
tricks and the rubber ended
in silence.
How should 'East have
known to switch to
diamonds? West's lead was
an obvious fourth best lead
(the heart deuce was in
dummy). This fact made it
Teasonable-to-.assume that
West had no five card suit.
If this were so. then
West's known singleton club
confirmed his distribution
he had to be 4-4-4-1. And if
this were the actual case,
tnen declarer was Marked
with a singleton diamond'
. Had Fast .thought about
West-S-11110V he would batte
cashed his diamond ,ace
after-. he won his queen of
clubs. Declarer's king would

NORTH
14-A
•K 5
•7 6 2
-•10741 .
•K J 8 2

sal
wi
al.
sit
pr
ex
co

WEST
*9 6 3 2

EAST
•J108
•Q 109 3
•J 54
•J652
•AQ98
+7
- • 10 3
SOUTH
•AQ74
'V A K
•K
•A 9 6 5 4
Vulnerable North-South
Dealer South The bidding
South
I•
2•
3 NT

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening
hearts

North
25
35
Pass
lead

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Trey

of

expose the . show and now
the defense could manage
three more diamonds to
beat the game.
Bid with Corn
South holds

1-5-B

•K 5
V 76 2
•10 7 4 3
4K J 8 2
North
1•
2 NT

South
2•
^

ANSWER: Three no trump
A near minimum response
might dictate a pass to an
invitational bid, but it's
against the odde-te hang one
trick short of game.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces-.
1'0 ROE 12363: Dallas, Texas 75225
with seWaddressed, stamped envelope (dr reply
Copiniiht. tue
I 'shied Feature Syndicate. Inc

•

SUNDAY,
BUFFET
-FIVE MEATS-SALAD BAR-SIX VEGETABLES-THREE DESSERTS-HOT DINNER ROLLSAND CORNBREAD-

(menu changes weekly) • -

-ADULT
CHILDREN
437 and under)

'195
2.50

DAKOTAfEENIMI

*
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Murray Business News Bnefs
Consumers Spend Liberally
During Christmas Season
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Possible Shipment Disruption
Leaves Grain Prices Lower

By KRISTIN GOFF'
tractive than borrowing to buy reasonably be
justified in
AP Business Writer'
them immediately.
today's inflationary enCHICAGO 'API - Comto sell nearby months than be cent higher, March $284'
NEW YORK iAP) Merrill Lynch does 'expect vironment."
mission house selling partly
caught long over the weekend. and oats were 1 to 234 cent,
Consumers once again defied cciusinners to continue to
In other business deirlopdue to nervousness about the
cut
lower, March $1.54'1
predictions and opened their back on debt burden in
A continuing rumor about a
possible disruption of grain
• the n rents this week:
wallets. and pocketbooks to months ahead. But several
boycott- of grain shipments to
shipments to the Soviet Union
-The price of gold shot up
the
spend more liberally than years of unprecede
Soviet
Union
by
grain
left
and
soybean
futures
nted more than $100 an ounce
in the
most economists expected consumer spending
longshorem
en got renewed
prices mostly lower in nearby
may not first two trading days
of 1980
potency near the close and
during the Christmas season.
be a dangerous trend, it and
months at the close Friday on
reached a record $635 an
Retail figures reported by argues.
caused
grain prices to drop
the Chicago Board of Trade.
ounce in Europe Thursday
major department store
several points. But when the
"It is far from certain that before
commercia
Some
l
buying
falling back late in the
The Jackson Purchase
chains this week don't this activity has resulted
limited the downward trend of fire 'of that unconfirmed
in a
represent all spending, but deterioration in the financial week.
rumor died down,prices made Section of the American
wheat and corn prices,traders
Society for Quality Control
analysts said they seemed to condition of households
modest recoveries.
- U.S. automakers reported
said.
.
will have a dinner meeting on
indicate better sales than Indeed. one can argue
that
their
sales
fell almost 10
Many
At the close, soybeans were
local
traders
that
January 17, 1980. The meeting
NATIONAL
expected in light of a consumers are in
FIRM
percent
OPENS
in
AREA
OFFICE
mid
-December
2
34 to 434 cents lower, January
reasoned that with the con;-a better
will be held at the Colonial
STROUT REALTY, DILL wilt open a branch office in
weakening economy.
compared with 1978, and Ford
position -overall than they
tinuing international con- $6.43; wheat was 34 cent lower
House
in
Smorgasbord
announced
Overall- sales for the month were at turning points
Murray,
was
said
it
this
it
week.
would
number
The
large
of
temporaril
y
to
7
fusion
cents higher, March $4.45;
about events in Iran
of riast
Murray.
of December at big depart- cycles and whatever
prospective
buyers
who
close
hay
e
•
11
of
indicated
interest
an
its.
in
this
13 auto
and Afghanistan, it was better corn was 214 cents lower to-12
imA social hour will begin at
'ment stores were up about 8 balances seem to
area.was the prime reason fog establishing this office. Mr.
exist - such production plants be-Cause of
p.m. followed by the dinner
percent from 1978, which also as higher debt
Joe L. Kennon, a licensed broker, of Murray will join the
burden - can sagging sales.
meeting at 7. The guest
was a strong year. That
office according to information received by the Murray
speaker will be Don Jones. a
compared with an estimated 6
Ledger and Times from the i'irem
- pany's Home Office.
Murray resident lawyer.
percent increase in retail
Mr. Kennon has been actiie in the Contracting and ConBy KRISTIN GOFF
prices for the year.
struction business for many years. Prior to moving to
McDonnell Douglas gained 114 speaking on product liability.
AP Business Writer
All people concerned are
Most economists still expect
Calloway County he was employed by the Westinghouse
to 3734 and Lockheed rose 2 to
NEW YORK API - Stock 373/4.
cordially invited to attend.
consumer spending to soften
Crop in sales. Mr. Kennon began his,real estate career
prices rose--in--tt broad-based
this year - and some of that
after moving to our area. In the years since, he has acBy LOUISE COOK
Oil issues also were
‘IMmetati
picked over already. Check
rally Friday, paced by defense generally higher. Exxon
has already occurred for
quired his Brokers License and a reputation for honesty
Associated Press Writer
savings on bedding, floor
stocks, as the price of gold gained 1'2 to 53; Atlantic Richhome appliances and autos.
and integrity.
Be it resolved: I will not covering, mattresses, major
dropped sharply on bullion field -rose 3i to 7814 and Kerr
Morgan Guaranty Trust Co.
Mr. Kednon and his family, wife Jewell and daughter
waste money in 1980.
appliances and men's suits.
markets.
recently predicted a dramatic
Jamie
Keniana
reside
Shores
at
McGee, which also has
For millions of Americans,
on
Kentucky
Lake.
MARCH:
Look
for
The Dow Jones average of uranium interests jumped 13
slowdown in consumer credit
STROUT REALTY, INC., has over 600 offices
spending less will be a matter _housewares, china, and
30 industrial stocks gained 6.48 to 6Ps.
expansion this year. Net new
throughout the United States, selling all types of real
of necessity, not choice, this glassware and pre-season
to 826.79, two thirds of the way
mortgage formation, which . year. But it's easier to make sales on Easter goods,
estate. Mr. Kennon invites -property owners to avail
rainAmong precious metals
through- the trading session
reached_ a record $160 billion
themselves of STROUT'S nationwide services. The new
money-saving New Year's wear„ home and garden
stocks, Hecla Mining lost 1 to
after
dropping
18
points
last year, is forecast to drop to
in
the
The Class
office
is
resolutions than it is to keep supplies: and spring and
located at 1912 Coldwater Rd. in Murray.
4234 and Dome Mines dropped
preyioustwo sessions.
$135 billion in 1980. largely
them.
summer accessories. Now is
of '98
In the broad tally of trading, 1'8 to 543s. The price of gold on
because of a 20 percent drop in
Organization is the first step also the time to shop for
• 6.•••
incknO• Onno you.,
bullion markets fell by $50 an
mem
gaining
Mo.*
issues
Outnumber
ha pen..nn 0.1
new housing construction, the
ed
to success. Draw up a per- madeto-order drapes and
konieshi 'O4*n Pudding
ounce
from
its
record
levels
losers, by almost 4-to-1 on the
report said. • „.
too honor tot bos 1har•II,OP
sonal spending calendar. slipcovers.
,
I0ON
Thursday in Europe.
VI.* • Golden Y
New York Stock Exchange.
"Real wages have been
P.n mwell Fr UFA Lae
Mark down dates of annual ' APRIL:-Good buys'include
Inwarepor Coptinny
Big Board volume came to
The NYSE composite index
declining for many- monthsmedical checkups,-car tune- soaps, cleaning supplies, FRANKFORT -Vocational
We've Cot the Shield
Howard said Kentucky's
of all common stocks gained
and debt loads have risen
ups, and anything else that building materials, paint and education students par- future vocational 'eduction 27.22 million shares by 2 p.m.
for You
Defense stocks rose sharply .58 to 60.92.
sharply." the Morgan report
might
requite
special outdoor furniture. After ticipating in cooperative Plans will include a growing
bode Rola
after recent losses.' Boeing
On the American Stock
said.
scheduling or purchases. Easter, you should find education jobs earnedalmost role
for
cooperative gained 2s
210E. stain
Exchange,
to
as
52T's
the
the market value
most
$8
million
While such projections are'
in
the
seck -household appliance-a school
last
ons-----on women's
education.
SEM ff MOW
753-0419
actively,
index
traded
NYSE
rose
2.96
issue.
to
242.62.
widespread, many experts see whether you'll have to dresses and coats arid men's- year, according to Department of Education figures.
also predicted such a spending
replace any during 19813 and ..:And boy's clothing.
slowdown last year and were :take stock -- of the family
MAY: Stock up on blankets , Cooperative education jobs
proved wrong. Fooling the clothes closet. Plan now for for next winter and shop involve sludents who attend
experts has become almost the entire year so you can take ahead for simmer sportswear school part-time and work
commonplace in recent years.
advantage of sales.
and garden items and part-time in a job related to
"The consumer sector has
the vocational course they are
As a general ride, you will vacation luggage.
pursuing. A co-op coordinator
become- a - major enigma get the best buys when you
wrapped in a complicated shop out of season.. Here is a
JUNE: End-of-year sales on works with both school and the
puzzle called the U.S. month-by-month guide to school supplies, including employer to help supervise the
economy," commented a seasonal sales:
typewriters, are _ frequent. student at the job site.
The Bureau' of Vocational
recent report is.stied by the
JANUARY: Holiday item's Check, too, for bargains on
government securities like Christmas cfrds and storm windows 'and building Education-- in .the Kentucky
research unit of Merrill Lynch decorations and white 'goods, supplies, cars, tires, women's ,,,Departmpt of Education paid
Shorter term certificates but with a higher rate of return.
& Co. Inc., an investment shoes, warm gloves, clothing, dresses and lingerie.
the administrative costs incompany.
JULY: Look for store-wide volved in placing 5,689
fabrics, women's suits and
Economists also point to a coats and televisions and clearances, especially toward students in co-op positions.
"
.Cooperative education is
relatively . new attitude about radios should be good -buys. the end of the month. Among
January Rate
inflation: • With steady price Watch out,for fads. The 1979 the bargains: air conditioners, one of the strongest ways for
4Effectiye annual yield
suits, summer Kentucky!s vocational
. increases continuing, people Christmas "must" may be the bathing
based on interest left to
clothing, home appliances and education programs to make
have become used to the idea 1980 Christmas"dud."
compound doily.
the school learning experience
FEBRUARY: Most stores sports equipment.
that if they wait to buy an item
AUGUST: Watch for a immediately relevant to the
later, they will probably have have Washington's and [Anto pay more for it. Thus saving coin's birthday sales on a wide second round of white sales, real world of work." said Billy
for major, purchases has range of inventory, but and special deals on back-to- Howard, -assistant superinfor
vocational
'tendent
'become somewhat
less at- merchandise may have been school supplies, children's,
,„
clothing, furnishings.' and education. He also said that
•
<
hardware supplies. Tire sales for some students, the opportunity to earn money can
start at the end of the month.
SEPTEMBER: check end- wean the difference between
•
ofmodel-year automobiles and staying in school or dropping
pre-season sales of winter. out. "Co-op gives them
merehandise. Other good buys financial-help and furthers
' occupational
include: rugs and carpets, their
china, classware, fabrics and preparation by linking-work
experience to classroom insilver.
OCTOBER: Auto batteries, structions," he added.
electric blankets, women's • 'Students were enrolled in
If your house is
coats, gloves and ski equip- vocational program in high
five years old, or less, you May qualify for wield are on sale this month, schools. _area vocational
It's also a good time to start education centers and state
Allstate's"New House 10% Discount."
vocational-technical schools.
pre-holiday shopping.
Give us a call and get in on the savings.
NOVEMBER: Look for late In the last school year there
•Appl me to Mac horn000rroors prom um
fall clothing, fabric and fur also were associate degree
See Agents
sales. You should be able to programs in community
Bob Billington CPCU
H
find some bargains on home colleges and universities with
Guy Billington'
decorating items like lamps students in projects funded by
Ikere in good hands..
Owen Billington
and on Christmas toys, games the Bureau of Vocational
A Drat& hoottronoo Co.N,5 ill
Tom Scruggs.
and radios.
Education.,
•
- The
Dan Siiipley
DECEMBER: This is
The average wage earned
Murray Marano,
Mike Outland
probably the worst month to by students was $1,400 over
Agency
the school year. Hourly rates
silk. Sales are few.
.
varied from minimum wage to
the $12 per hour one student
$10,000 Minimum Deposit
earned.
WEite,
James
We at the
Rate effective Thurs., Jan. 3rd thru Wed., Jon. 9th
cooperative education
coordinator in the bureau,
Wesel rsgektises priblblt tire oseepsendleg sf Interest se His eteseer.
said
Money earned f) co- that
op students had significant
Pr011OrniC impact pn the
economies of local communities.
'Federal regutations require o substantial interest ponolty tor
early withdrowols frorn Certificate accounts
Department of. Education
officials' stress thit' the
vocational co-op program has
MAE 10.61111
certain elements which make
LENDER
it different from other work
experience and work-study
••••••
programs operating in
Kentucky. In addition to ,the
money. incentive and potential
...in . ...••••
for decreasing drop-outs, the
• t•• ^in • rirons
t
Program:
- Puts students into jobs
directly /related to their
vocationaTiirogram:
- Puts them into a job
situation with a training plan
that specifies duties that are
SAVINGS AND I.0AN ASSOCIATION
related in the students'
-rtassrneriractivitiesT-- - - ---1201 Main Murray,
- Provides a possible
7591630'
recruiting tool for the employer; and
- Provides the employer
with tax credits on a portion Of
Main Branch 1601 Broadwa Paducah
the wages paid to 16 to 18-yearisomesk
old co-op students.
4 Is. .ais

American Society For
Quality Control To
Have Dinner Meeting

Stock Prices Rise Friday

Spending Less To Be
Matter Of Necessity

Vocational Education
Students Earn $8 Million

NEW FOR THE 80'S
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Thoughts
In Season

Opinion Page
Business Mirror

By Ken Wall
Franklin Roosevelt, the American
president who restored hope to a nation
caught in the throes of the Depression,
suffered from polio.
Perhaps, writes Edward Ellis in his
history of the Depression, A Nation In
Torment (1970), FDR's courageous
leadership during these years was
related to his illness. Roosevelt's own
words suggest as much:
Once I spent two years lying in bed,
trying to move my big toe. That
was the hardest job I ever had to
do. After that, anything seems
easy.

John Conniff

Gold Prices
Exceed $600 Alia
NEW YORK IAP) — Back in
whole works." Still, he said, he thought
November 1970, when gold was selling --future increases would be "a little more
on the free London market for less than
$40 an ounce, a Swiss banker in Zurich
Wrong again. On Thursday morning'
was quoted as saying its use as a hedge
a New York dealer was quoting a price
against turmoil was over.
of $630 an ounce, about 16 times the
"Gold is now an industrial comLondon price of November 1970, and
modity more than anything else," he
more than three times the price on Aug.
said. "It is being bought on its merit as
1, 1978.
a commodity, not as a hedge against
Gold was being sought for some old,
inflation or monetary upsets, as in the
_old reasons: as security,' as a
past," ,o • storehouse of value, as a medium of
He was wrong, of course. Gold prices, exchange, reasons that 'grow in
now exceed $600, and the reasons are
proportion to political and economic
clear. Economic and political turmoil is
turmoil.
frightening people out of paper
Individuals and governments fear the
currency and into something that has
unknown. With nationalism and
universal acceptance.
military aggression on the rise, and
Gold is acceptable. In primitive
with world organizations seemingly
societies and in modern ones, it has
helpless to intercede, individuals and
been a medium of exchange for goods
governments clutch for security.
and services. It has been so since
Among the fears are a deterioration
recorded history. Its mystique, its
of currencies and the possible exacceptability has been consistent.
propriation of private property. With
Despite this, it has proven to be ungold selling at more than $9,000 a
predictable too. Just 18 months ago a
pound, an individual can transfer
trader at a major London bullion house
assets to gold, pack up his property and
commented: "There's just too much
flee, knowing that he takes with him
gold around. I don't think we'll see $200
something of value.
this year."
Is there a chance that gold prices
Two hundred dollar-an-ounce gold
could fall? Well, what would you say the
was reached on Aug. 1, 1978. Buyers,
chances are for non-inflated currensaid another London dealer, included
cies, for economic cooperation, for
-everybody from top to bottom, the
political stability? For peace on earth?

Washington Today
WASHINGTON AP, — The political
truce on President Carter's handling of
the Iranian hostage crisis is coming
ariart.. Now the question is whether
campaign criticism of the president
and his policies will hurt him or help
him.
For two months, Carter's challengers
hive been relatively restrained on an
issue that has helped revive the
political fortunes of the president..
When Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
talked about Iran, it was with a
denunciation of the deposed Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, not With
direct criticism of Carter and his
Those
policies.
comments
boorneranged, and Kennedy wound up
the object of a wave of criticism-for a
statement the administration said was
not helpful in its efforts to gain release
of the hostages.
Republican National Chairman Bill
Brock now has assailed Carter's policy
as one of weakness and deception. He
said Republican presidential candidates shouldn't be constrained on
anything save the specifics of administration efforts to get the hostages
freed.
He also said he was not reneging on a
Nov. 29 pledge of support for Carter's
efforts to gain release of the hostages.
He and Democratic National Chairman
John C. White joined in that pledge as a
signal of national unity.
White said Wednesday that Brock
had put that unity in question. He said
that discipline had been almost
universal until Brock broke ranks.
Actually, the truce was coming
unraveled before Brock spoke out.
California Gov. Edmund G. Brown
Jr. already had accused Carter of
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An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
playing politics with the hostage
situation. Brown, who had counted
heavily on a Jan. 7 debate in Des
Moines to bolster his campaign, said
Carter's withdrawal from that forum
amounted to "exploiting the plight of
the hostages to help his own campaign."
, Republican campaigners like John B.
'Connally, lkoriald Reagan and Sen.
Howard H. Baker Jr. have been
_criticizing administration policies they
say are signals of weakness that encouraged the Iranians to think they
could seize hostages and get away with
'it.
Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas said Carter
"bears a heavy responsibility" for the
continuing captivity of the hostages,
and questioned whether Carter really is
doing all he can to get them out.
That's as far as any candidate has
gone in criticizing Carter on the specific
question of gaining release of the
hostages. Their comments have,for the
most part, been more general.
Carter has canceled his own campaign appearances, saying he has to
stay in constant touch with developments in Iran. While that crisis persists, he said, he will forgo "events
which are exclusively part of a partisan
political campaign."
That casts him as a president doing
his job, apart from and, in effect, above
the political battle. That course has
paid political dividends in his resurgent
ratings in the public opinion polls.

WRITE A LETTER
letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be,
signed by the writer and the writer's
address arid phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for ;the purpose- Of
providing- a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinionS.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated 'articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
-.
cn.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

Bible Thought
ye into all the world, and
preach the Gospel to every
creature. Mark 16:15.
Jesus' Great Commission is a
challenge to all of us to live the
Gospel every day.

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin
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The Great Revival
Beginning in 1797, in Kentucky and
denominations cooperated in their
across the south in general, there was a
efforts to bring the Gospel to the
movement which some historians
pioneers. However, after the Great
believe caused greater impact than the
Revival, a dissention was felt among
Civil War. This was a period of religious
the denominations, and each began to
,fervor later referred to as the Great
press for their own means of conRevival.
version.
Oddly enough, this moving toward
Another characteristic of frontier
religion started, not in a community of
religion was the fact that early
saints, but in a gathering of sinners. In
preachers, although they might not
Logan County, Kentucky, there was a
have stood by silently in the face of
community widely referred to as
blatant injustice, were more interested
Rogues' Harbor, or "Satan's
in the improvement of personal
Stronghold" which had the dubious
morality than they were in community
honor of being known as having the
improvement. They believed that
greatest concentration of criminals on
religion was a means of saving souls
the frontier.
from the torments of Hell, rather than
Although in 1800 there was law,
the improvement of .minds and living
executing this law often was nearly
conditions.
impossible. Refugees from proper
Although religion on the frontier did
society all over the Union fled to
little to deter the criminal element,4
Rogues' Harbor to escape retribution.
did have an impact on the communities
So many murderers, horse thieve,
in Eeneral. In many eases,, the local
highway robbers and counterfeiters
minister—if there was one— was often
came here that they formed a majority
the only person who was educated
of the society.
enough to read or write. Hence, it often
After many attempts by the lawfell to his lot to instruct the children,
abiding citizenry of this community to
since teachers were in short supply. But
enforce the laws had failed, with many
oftentimes, there was no "resident
killings on both sides, the town was _preacher; these were the days of the
visited by a Presbyterian preacher
circuit rider, the minister who spent
named James McGready. It was he
most of his life on horseback, riding
who started the Great Revival in
from community to community, and
Kentucky. There had been many small
holding services in the homes of those
revivals prior to this time, but they
to whom he preached. But even in those
were short-lived and generally unearly crossroads settlements, when the
successful.
fields had been cleared and the basic
Evidently the Reverend McGready
necessities of life were scantly
was the possessor of a very persuasive
provided, the first priority was the
and hypnotic manner. His first revivals
building of a church. And even though it
attracted some five hundred citizens,
was usually a one-room log cabin, used
and they grew in size until the revivals
for school during the week, it was the
were lasting for days, while the crops,
center of the community. Hence we can
went untended.
begin to see a progression from the
These early revivals were characrude pioneer life to a more civilized,
terized by much emotionality. In order
community-centered way of living. And
to show religious fervor, the parthese hardy souls who trudged from
---ticipants often jerked, barked, fell into
town to town, through rain and snow to
dead faints,' and in other wayS-Showed
spread the word of God, with no pay and
that they were bossessed of the Holy
often little food or other necessities,
Spirit. Such manifestations reached
played a big part in the development of
their peak in the famed Cane Ridge
this civilization.
camp meetings, which have been the
subject of much writing.
Even though these early revivaLs_
lacked formal ritual, they did manage
to make tremendous numbers of
Today is Saturday, Jan. 5, the fifth
conversions. In turn, these new-found
day of 1980. There are 361 days left in
Christians created a demand for more
the year.
preachers. The frontier was sadly
Today's highlight in history:
lacking in formally ordained ministers.
On Jan. 5, 1895, German physicist
In most communities, the religious
Wilhelm Roentgen announced the
needs were served by someone who had
discovery of the X-ray.
- felt the "call" but who had had no
On this date:
formal training in the ministry
In 1919, the Naticilil Socialist Party
Early religion, before about 1820, was
was formed in Germany.
also characterized by a cooperation
In 1949, in his state of the union
between the various sets. The Baptists,
message, President Harry Truman
Methodists, Presbyterians, and other
said his administration would give
ITE TO MITI
Americans a "fair deal."
As a service to our readers, The
In 1964, Pope Paul VI and the
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
Patriarch Benedictos of Jerusalem met
periodically publishes the addresses
on the Mount of Olives — the first
of the state and federal elected
meeting in 500 years between a Boman
represent-ARTS-1W% ing our area. Catholic pope and an Eastern Orthodox
FEDERAL LEVEL
Church patriarch.
Any senator or representative
In 1972, British soldiers in Northern
may be reached " through the
Ireland were reported to have been
congressional switchboard, 202-224given wider powers to shoot to kill
3121.
•
because of increased terrorist acHere are the mailing addresses:
tivities.
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
In 1973, tight securit. measures,
3.327 Dirksen Building Washirigtoff,
including routine baggage searches and
I). ('. 20510
weapons scans, began at American
Sen. Wendell 11. Ford
airports.
4107 Dirksen Building
Ten years ago, Joseph Yablonski, a
Washington, 0. C. 20510
bitter rival of United Mine Workers'
President Tony Boyle, was found slain
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
his home, along with his wife and
in
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
daughter.
Washington, D. C.20515
Five years ago, Vice President
STATE LEVEL
Nelson Rockefeller was named to head
State legislators' may be reached
the Presidential Commission on the
in _Frankfort when the .General
Assembly is in session bydialing 1,ria. year awn. the Justice Depart564-2500 or by writing to thein iráre
ment filed suit against nine major oil
of the State Capitol Building,
companies, accusing them of overFrankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
customers by $1 billion.
charging
addresses • of state legislators
Today's Birthday: Spain's King Juan
serving Calloway County are:
Carlos is 43.
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Thought For Today: Vanity plays
Route 7
tricks with our memory — Joseph
lurid
a field1C .42%6
Conrad (1857-1924)

Today

Hi400r

All Murray and Calloway County
officials elected in the Nov. 4th election
took office at midnight last night.
'County officials include Robert Miller,
judge; Wayne Flora, -K. B. McCuiston,
Lennis Hale, and Martin Young,
magistrates; Clyde Steele, sheriff;
James Blalock, circuit court clerk;
Marvin Harris, county court clerk;
Charles E. Hale, tax assessor; Sid
Easley, county attorney; Huel C. Jones,
jailer; Max Churchill, coroner. City
officials include Stanford Andrus,
clerk; Rex Alexander, A. B. Crass,
Floyd Dethrow, Howard Koenen, Mrs.
.C. C. Lowry, Opal Smith, Prentice

1111.

Lassiter, Alfred Lindsey, Haron West,
James Rudy Allbritten, Roy Starks,
and Richard Tuck, councilmen;
Holmes Ellis, mayor; Don Overbey,
judge; Paul Shapiro, attorney.
Deaths reported include Dr. Fount
Russell and Finis Collins, 79.
The 1963 graduating class of College
High School (now University School
held its class reunion on Dec. 26 at the
Holiday Inn with Danny Kemp,
president, in charge of the program.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is
"Marlowe" starring James Garner and
Sharon Farrell.

Airman Third Class Leah Dell
Hopkins is serving at Andrews Air
Force Base, Washington, I). C. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. L
Hopkins of Murray.
Dr. A. C. Bolen of Murray announced
today that he has been called into active
duty by the U. S. Navy and will report to
duty in San Diego after a brief orientation period at Great Lakes, Ill.
Surplus food commodities will be
distributed Jan. 8 in the back of Tabers
Upholstery Shop.

.30 Years .-lgo
Dragging operations continue today
in the Old Pine Bluff area of Kentucky
Lake for the bodies of three men
believed to have drowned in a duck
hunting accident on Jan. 1. They are
Eugene Slocum, Robert Healy, and
Talmadge Burkeen.
Freezing sleet in Calloway County
and West Kentucky turned the area into
an ice landscape. The low temperature
here last night was 25 degrees.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lela
Wilson, 76.
Dr John C. Quertermous today
announced that he will open offices at

"Saw an old man leading two longhorn goats down Main Street yesterday
Odd sight in this day of modern transportation and devices," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
In high school basketball' games
Almo Beat Murray Training and
Brewers beat Kirksey. High team
scorers were Miller for Almo, Waldrop
for Murray Training, Sutherland for
Brewers, and Usrey for Kirksey.

Graham, John Grogan, H. J. Griffin,
Roy Ross, J. M. Schroeder, and Jim
Mahan.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hampton Walker, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ed Gibbs, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Rags&'•.•
Marriages announced this week
include Maurine Rogers to Dyrus
Stubblefield on Dec.30; Mary Nell Keel
to Rudy Barnett on Dec. 23; Ruby
Darnell to Alonzo Forrest on Dec. 23;
Dorothy Lou Norris to Charles Paul
Johnston on Dec. 26; Volene Howard to
Charles Hester Guthrie on Dec. 23;
Ruth Brandon to Thurston Furches on
Dec. 23.
The Howard Quartet composed of
Rudolph Howard, Chester Marine, One
Key, and Jesse Key, along with Barber
Edwards are attending the Vaughan
School of Music at Lawrenceburg.
Solon Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Hale, is a student at the U. S.
Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md.

50 ears Ago
Both Calloway County and the city of
Murray have a change Of administration with the coming of 1930.
Clint Drinkard is the new sheriff with
Noah Dick and Burman Parker as
deputies. New magistrates are Hugh
Thompson, Liberty, Lee Barnett,
Wadesboro, Jim Wrather, Swann, and
Pliny Farris, Murray. Mary Neale is
county court clerk, Jim McDaniel is
jailer, C. A. Hale is county Judge, Hall'
Hood is county attorney, and Ed
Filbeck is mayor.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Emma Evans, Joe Cavitt, 55, and
Mrs. Etna Thomas, 82.
An average of $10.49 was reported for
the sale of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market for the past week.
New otticers ofNfurray Loage No. it
Free and Accepted Masons are W. Z.
Carter, J. T. Wallis, Carlos Elkins, W.
H. Gilbert, V. H.(lark, W. H. Stone, G.
C. Ashcraft, Dewey Jones, Urban
Starks, Tellus Hutchens, W. E. Clark,
George Hart, and C. H. Redden.
Births reported this week include a
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the practice of internal medicine.

40Years Ago
Waylon Rayburn has purchased itn
interest in The Ledger & Times and Will
assume his duties as editor succeeding
John S. Neale who has resigned. R. R.
Meloan is publisher of the weekly
newspaper.
Deaths reported include Charlie P.
Undenwposl,69, Nadine Thompson,four
months', Mrs. S. A. Purdom, 79, -LW
Newton Sharpe, 84, and Wash Boyd, 86.
Fires on Dec. 31 destroyed the homes
of Dr. and Mrs. Rob Mason and of_ Mrs.
Susie Ahart.
Judge John W. Clopton presided at
the first meeting of 1940 of the Calloway
County Fiscal Court.
Murray Post No. 73 of the American
Legion held a special meeting at Faxon
School on Dec. 21 with George Hart as
speaker and Bryan Tolley as post
commander. Music was by the Sugar
Creek Quartet and the Myers String
Band of Hazel.
New officers of Temple Hill Lodge
No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons are
Lloyd Grogan, Jake Mahan, J. T.
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20 Years .4go
The Murray City Council last night
took steps to protect the sixth class fire
insurance classification of the city of
Murray by authorizing the request for
bids for a new fire truck-a 750 gallon
pumper to cost approximately $18,000..
Deaths reported include J. C.
Madrey, 47, and Mrs. Fannie Bogard
-Owens, 80.
Beginning this month drivers'
licenses are to be renewed in the birth
month of the driver, according to
James H. Blalock, Circuit Court Clerk.
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girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H. Beaman
on Dec. 27 and a -girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ocus Allbritten on Dec. 29.
Marriages announced this week
. include Mary Flowers to Rupert Parks
on Dec. 25; Helen Stone Wells to
Charles Blanchard on Dec. 25; Lois
Edna Thompson to Kellow Black on
Dec. 28; lorena Gregory to Emmett
Bowman on Dec. 25.
New officers of the Murray
Exchange Club are L. J. Hortin, H. T.
Waldrop, Boyd Gilbert, and George

Bart.
" A showing of the new bodies for the
Model A Ford, each one of which will
soon be available in a variety of new
colors, was announced this week by E.
J. Beale, local Ford dealer.
Dr. and Mrs.-C.-4.- • MOrTIS and son,
Clay Beale, of Hopkinsville spent the
holidays with Mrs. Morris' parents, Mr.
and Mrs A. B. Beale.
Men's suits will be cleaned and
delivered for $1 or clean with cash and
carry for 80 cents by the Model
Cleaners and the Superior Cleaners.
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MEMO OUTDOORS

Woe hem

This is where we have to
cross," Greg Richey said. He
was looking at a log which
spanned a break between the
levy we were on and the bank
of nearby Cyprus Creek..
Waist-deep water was pouring
out of a flooded bottein and
under the log into the creek.
"Watch where I step, and do
just what I do," Greg
cautioned. "Here, give me
your gun." I was carrying a
shotgun in case we ran into a
swamp rabbit or a passing
flight of mallards. Greg
wanted to carry the gun in
case I lost my balance on the
log.'4 gladly linnded it up to
hirrl.
And then he started down
the log with sure, even steps.
One foot after and across the
other on the fat part of the log,
and then sliding a step at a
Greg Richey, a Muhlenberg County trapper, removes a muskrat from a trap set next
to
time on the narrow part that
this den in Cyprus Creek swamp. Richey said he has seen many strange and wonderful
didn't look any broader than a
sights during his solitary rounds through the bottoms..He keeps a diary in his memory.
baseball bat. "You don't want
to stop if you can help it,' The days. are spent dawn to walked.
"We had a lot of rain, excess," Greg said.
Greg said, and Pe continued dusk -tramping fields and
lastweek and the water's been
As we walked Greg added
wading
water to check the
his even pace Until stepping
more
muskrats to his pack.
up.
That's
muskrat
when
s
off in shallow water on the traps. As the catch grows, so
swim up and down the banks, • Once, after taking a rat from a
grows
the
weight in the
other side.
looking for a hole or a place to trap and squeezing the water
Then it was Greg's uncle trappers pack on Greg's back. rest.
I set my traps at the. from the pelt, he held it up for
"For
Christm
as I wanted one
Richard Richey's turn, and he
entranc
es to -muskrat dens,. me to smell. "Ever use Musk
of those things you wear on
made it with no problems.
and when they try to get in the for Men?" he asked. "Smell
your
belt
that
tells
you how far
I couldn't wait any longer.
this muskrat oil." I did and
den,they hit the trigger."
"Take the bull by the horns you've walked," Greg said,
The days alone in the could sense some of the same
and probably the creek water showing me the new device.
pungency of the popular afin the pants), and walk • that "I've guessed.that I'll average swamp produce sights and
tershave.
log," I told myself, and across walking ,10 miles a day, but memories which Greg says he
Before the hike was over
stores in his "diary up here"
I went, wobbling at first, but now I'll know for sure."
But Greg's day doesn't end (pointing to his head). "When Greg had collected 10
summoning resolve to keep
muskrats; a, .mink and a
my 'feet moving and con- when the sun goes down. Then you're in the swamp alone and
raccoon
. Added to the eight
centrate on where I Was it's back to home and the job not making' much noise you
rats he'd taken that morning,
can
walk
'of
drying
right
up
the
deer
on
fur
or
and skinning
stepping.
the day would be profitable.
And I made it! Easing down and stretching it on special ducks. You see a lot of strange
"Fur prices are up pretty
.on the other. side I breathed forms. The work day often things that most people will
high, but that's been bad as
never see in a lifetime."
deeply in relief. I looked at the lasts 14 to 15 hours.
well as good for the full-time
As we walked the bank he'd
beauty of the scenery, swamp
I could talk to Greg and tell trapper," Greg
said. He exall around,crystal clear water stop periodically and peer that the water and the trees
plained that high prices have
filtered by the cattails and down into the water to see if a and the swamp air were parts
lured many newcomers into
standing timber. This. Was trap had scored. Muskrats of him. They lived inside him the
business, housewives,.
wild,
serene
country, were his main targets, the as well as outside, in- schoolboys, men out
of work.
staple
of his profession, but he termingled with a freedom of
foreboding to and untouched
And Greg is quick to point out
by most but a treasure to those also had sets for raccoon and spirit, a harmony of elements
that they have as much right
who enjoy being alone With mink. He's also caught a and a peace that comes with
to
the resource as anyone.
couple of foxes this season, but knowing your place in the
nature.
"But if a person's going to
he
doesn't
normall
y trap for ..schegie of things. He knew the
Greg Richey is a trapper,
trap, he should do it the right
and we were running his lines foxes. For foxes you must set owls and beavers and way.
He's required by law to
west of Central City in- traps on dry land, and the songbirds. He could look on
-run
his
traps every 24 hours.
.Muhlenberg
County. steel doesn't distinguish the ground or on trees and see and he ought to learn
to set his
Thousands of acres of swamp between a fox or a passing animal sign and understand
traps
se
he
won't
Catch
dogs.
and-- wet country spread out coon hound. That makes for what it meant. He was a
That makes for a,bad image
from Cyprus Creek's narrow bad relations which -Greg-had- student in a grand classroom,
for the trapper."
channel, and this is Greg's as soon avoid,
earning his own way in a
As we left the swamp Greg
"Here's one," Greg said, profession which dates back to
domain when the air chills and
paused for a moment and,
and
he
waded
off
the bank and the foundation of the country.
the trapping season opens.
thought about the place is.
"I've been trapping since I reached down into the water,
And while he makes good pretty," he laughed."All
most
his
hands
and
arms
Was a boy," said the 29-year
protected money off his trapline, I have
people want to do to the botold Richey. "I started out by by shoulder length neoprene an idea the traps are an extoms is drain them and plant
glovt's.=-144--Pulted-uP-a- trap..--case, a Way la jratify
following Jeroi.
being
_
corn
andsoybeans."
close friend). His daddy was a and in it was a large boar outdoors so often.
I thought that if Greg's
trapper, and Jerry learned muskrat. Greg took the rat
"I've trapped this bottom figures were correct,
we'd
from him. Then I started and from the trap, placed it on a for a lot of years, but I think
have to find 300 souls to
learned a lot from experience, log and then reset the trap. there's as much or more game
balance the scales, for I'm
and Mr: Hall shared some of Then he climbed out of the in it now than ever
before. sure Greg, Richard and
his secrets with me. And I'm swamp, wrapped the rat in a Trapping hasn't affected the
myself felt at that time the
sure there are some secrets he plastic sack inside his pack, muskrat
or
raccoon swamp, with its rich wildlife
and we were off again.
didn't tell."
populations down here Rats resource, its water
and trees
"My trapping results will give birth
Now for Greg Richey
several times a and cattails, its clean air, its
trapping furbearers during depend a lot on the water Year, like rabbits, and all
stillness, its primordal
winter is a hard, full-time job. levels," Greg said as he -trappers do is harvest the
serenity, was beautiful.
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This Duck?

Some hums rake
1000years to heal.
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BODY SHOP
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Storey's
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Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m.- 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322
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(UNCLE TOM'S GUN WORKS
)
Custom Stock Work,

Fish Market

Refinishitig;

759-1208

Bluing,

So. 12th. St.

Scope & Sight Installation

'We Specialize In Kentucky Lake Catfish!

41
/
2Miles East otAbirrey
On Hwy. 240(lootterrown Rd.)
436-2505
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Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StoragbLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
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Panorama
Shores on Kentucky Lake

DON McCtURE

900 Sycamore
753-5142
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NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
Anything Less Is Just A Car

and

Hooks Wheel Alignment
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Specializing in servicing tires II 4 W.S. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Whaelieg Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
I410 N.4th
753-6779
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We don't have much fishing
after day.. When guiding Ill
When fishing up to 12-pound
action around here to talk-.
use a worm nine months out of test line he uses spinniiw
,
about so I thought you might
a year.
tackle; over that its halt
enjoy reading what some of
I also fish a worm fast like a casting: Hu likes a fastthe top tournament pros
spinnerbait. In shallow water tapered rod for the action in
prefer to fish with. The subject
with several targets. I'll throw the tip. It's important to have
is the number one bass cat- to the
furthest target, let it a sensitive tip for feeling what
cher - the worm.
drop, work it about 3 to 4 feet, the worm is moving across
Rick Clunn: I prefer bait
then race it to the next target and When you get a pickup:
casting tackle for my worm
and let it fall again. If there's
If you can't, you aren't
A small, plump, speedy fishing. I don't like to fish a.
nothing I know of between an. fishing it effectively.
duck with pale blue patches on worm with light gear, and
object and my boat, I bring it
Bill also feels-that the type
the fore-wing. It is most rarely will go below 17-pound
and weight of line he uses
common in the eastern and test line. I suppose you can back fast.
central part of the continent. relate this to the lakes where I
My feeling is that this depends upon the terrain and
In winter these ducks go began -fishing, which had technique responds to a the clarity of the water. fit'
farther south than any other tremendously thick cover that matter of limited amount of also believes that while fishine
North
fishing time and a need to the Texas rig, the weight 01
American
duck. dictated heavy tackle.
Average weight of male 14
I do prefer graphite rods to keep your bait in productive the slip sinker is the most
ounces, flight speeds, cruising glass for worm fishing, I feel water as much as possible. I important part. You have to
30-40 miles-per-hour.
that the sensitivity is a lot think the average fisherman remember that the majority
will find this method the most of the time, fish are not acbetter in a graphite rod.
As for worm color, I like productive because as a rule, tively feeding, and most of the
teal pa2tawaniti
them dark. I have seen oc- its most people's nature to be time strikes occur as a worm
is falling back to the bottom.
casions when color would impatient.
In light of this, the lighter the
make a difference. I had a lot
Bill Dance says there is no slip sinker you use, the more
of guiding parties for three doubt
in his mind that the strikes you'll get.
years and I saw times when a plastic
worm is the number I
Lighter sinkers are harder
particular
worm
color bass catcher. It will catch
to cast and to work, but they
produced better than others more
fish for more people give the worm a more natural
week after week.
consistently through the appearance.
The majority of the time I seasons
than any other lure.
Happy Fishing!
rig my worms Texas style.
The only time I will peg a slip
sinker is when I'm fishing
weedbeds.
-I actually try to throw into
pockets of weeds and brush
and I don't won't the sinker
falling down one side of a weed
Or limit and the worm on the
other.
Once I've found fish and
have caught them op a spinner
bait or some other lure and the
bass slow down their feeding,
—
I'll go to a worm if I think
there
are
f
i
f*
bigger bass in this
type of cover.
Guiding is different though,
A PuDitc Serr,ce fTti Newspaper.
Tae Adveri,sing Counc.i
because you're on the water
and following the fish day

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipme
nt

Lois

new
by E.

f4

Kenlake Marina

4--)

week
Parks
lls to

- Amy Mega

The Murray Bass Club will
hold its regular Monthly
meeting Wednesday, Januar)
5, at 6:30 p.m. The meeting
place for the club has been
changed to the Sirloin
Stockade.

Trapline Brings Greg
Richey Close To Nature

Mrs.

ck on
tt

Club Changes
Meeting Place

GRAYSON McCLURE

fake 94 Los, ok)f of Murray for 7'naps Turn right or'
280
Follow 780 (or 7 milts post Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop into PanoromcPond fol/ow b/ocktop to
your right

Telephone,502-436-5483

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

SPORTING GOODS

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open*Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

11w.641 South

753-9131

Tour U-Haul Headquarters

Trucks-Trailers-Buses,Inc.
641 South
di
753-1372

Charity Shots Lift Murray To Win
Clutch free-throw shooting
by Todd Bradshaw in the final
minute of play helped the
Murray High Tigers to,hold on
to a 80-57 Win over the Fulton
County Pitots Friday night.
- With the victory the Meet's, -

plaitig on the Pilots' home
c.ourt, avenged a 51-43 loss
earlier this season in the•
Calloway County Christmas
Tournament.
Bradshaw Was not the only.
one liot for Thgers- at-ttrit-

tree throw line. The Tigers'
final eight points came at the
charity stripe with Bradshaw
and Howie Crittenden combining for four apiece on bonus
situations.
The Pilots. WWI, ha .been
down by as many as six points
during the second half,had cut
the Tigers' lead to one with
2:10 to 'go in the game. Crittenden, fouled by Fulton's
Darrell Holder, went to the
line and calmly
k both ends
of The one-plus-o
up the
MFIS lead to three.
About half a mi ute later,
Crittenden was ag n fouled.
this time while drivi g toward

the basket. The Murray High
junior guard, who tallied 16
points on the night, mirrored
his action of a few seconds
past-did added two more to
the Tigers' tally, stretching
the lead lafiVe,56-51.
The Pilots again cut the lead
to one point at 56-55 and this
time it was Bradshaw's turn to
go to work on the bonus.
Fouled by Fulton's Gary
Bishop. Bradshaw toed the
line and capitalized on the
bonus free throws, upping the
Tigers lead to three again, 5855 with 53 weonds remaining
rlay.
Followffig the in-bounds
play. Fulton's Darrell Holder

popped the net to cut Murray's
lead back to one, 58-57 with 39
seconds on the clock.
But with 18 seconds left.
Wilder committed his fifth
personal of the game and
retUrnedintheline
to clinch the game for the
Tigers, again sinking both
sides of the one-plus to ac,
cumulate a game total of 12
points. '
-The Pilots were able to get
,off two shots in the—final fen
seconds of the game but both
were off the mark.
Nlarray's 6-0.,senior forward
Nick Swift kepethe Tigers in
the game in the first half,
scoring 14 of his team-leading

lp total for the night in that
period.
At one point in the first"
quarter, MHS.was behind 12-9
but regrouped and came buck
to mark an 18-12 lead It. thi•
end of the stanza. At intermission,. Murray was
ahead by four.30-26. .
Murray High's next game
will be at Wingo Tuesday.
Jan.8.
SCORING.
Murray High 60 — Swift IL
Robert06: Latto fu-Beatishast
12. Crittenden 16, Plyde 2..
Fulton County-57 — Warren
15, White 8. Ma's (Holder 16.
Claiers 10.

Murray Girls Up Record To 7-2
With Triumph Over Fulton County
The Murray-High Tiger girls
upped their season record to 72 Friday with a come-frombehind 44-41 win at Fulton.
County.
-We came off a 'very
emotional win Thursday (the
Tigers' last second, two-pbint
--win over Mayfield), Lady
Tiger coach Rick Fisher said
following the game.-We were
hoping we would be pumped
up but we came out frafand
(lid& -get---after--them—ithePilots) until the last four'
minutes."
The Tigers_trailed at the end
of each of the first three

quarters in the game and
Fisher credited excellent
defensive play 'in-the closing
minutes with turning the
momentum of the, game in
Murray's favor.

from the free throw line and 18 the road victory over Foam
of 51 from the ,fielii. Fultoi; County, a team that had
County made gbod nine of 18/ beaten the Tigers by two
free throw attempts and hit
points in the Calloway Count
of 20 field goal trys. The tourney early in'the season.
Tigers outrebounded
ieir
The Lady Tigers next game
will be Monday, Jan. 7 when
Two steals by Candy ho,ts 26-20.
Fisher said he is pl9sed at they travel to Paducah TilghJackson and one by Glenda
Fox were turned into points in the number of team iliembers man.
the final minutes giving the Obit are playing' effectively
SCORING
Tigers the edge they needed to each . game. Eight people
s' red for the Tigers in
Murray 44 — Alexander 11.
take the victory.
Frnia‘ls game.
Jackson 8. Fox 7, Jones 6.
Fisher said his team has had
'It's ..gettiyig to where we Roos 4. Garfield 2, Washer 4,
its best start- in three years can't WIl tne difference in our Morgan-2.
and that he is very happy With. starting fite and when we put
Fulton Co. 41 — Sharpe 4.
the
back-to-back
wins in iitisilitutes," the ..MHS Darnell- 2, Hendrix 14,
following the holiday break,
coach said.
Alexander 10., Hughes__ 10,,
Murray High hit six of ten
!-- -her, was very hapw, ith . Han e) 1, Malone

Noll Still Low-Key As Pittsburgh
Awaits Injury-Plagued Houston

NICK SWIFT puts the ball up and in for two of his
game high 18 points in Murray High's 60-57 win
over
Fulton County.
Photos By
Bruce Turnbow

By BRUCE LOWITT
APSports Writer

LOUISVILLE. Ky. AP)
Padres minor lekue team in
Jim Zerilla, head baseball the state of Washington and
coach at the University of will have • scouting rekponLouisville for the past six sibilities.
years, has resigned td take_ a
Zerilla came to Louis
position in the San Diego from the New York Mets
Padres,.Organization, -the organization.
university announced Vricily.
l
epuring his tenure -as the
The resignation of Zerilla, Louisville coach, nine players
_ is. a native of Pittsburgh. is from his teams have signed
= effective Jan. 30.
major league contracts. His
A university spokesman record at Louisville has been
- said., Zerilla will -manage a 211 winsand 182 losses.

PITTSBURGH ( AP) —
_When_the Pittsburgh Steelers
are spending those final few
minutes in their locker room
before Sunday's American
Football- Conference championship
game against
,Houston, Coach Chuck Noll's
**ice won't be _reverberating
ofTtbe walls.
Andif.the Steelers happen to
be- trailing.-.the Oilers when
thee returhtp the loner itotn
at halftime, they won't hear a
passionate speech by their
coach.
„
That's not his style. He's
low-key witb.__-nona-Lof
hellfire and brimstone th
drove football players to
victory in a byegone era. /
"That's overplayed," Noll

says of the theory that artificial emotion can
team. "I guess that)Vent out
with Knute Rocluie.,fistead of
inspiring message . we teach
techniques on ho to do it. We
• have peoplewth want very
badly to get-it dime and I don't
"I've see/teams where you
get too heed up and hurt one
another ,going out the door,"
Noll
ed. "And other ones
are a(fired up when they get
-out pu the flea and the first
timit theyy get knocked on
their fannies that all goes by
the wayside. Pep talks don't
/last until the fourth quarter —
and fourth quarters are what
count."
Not in last year's AFC title
game here against the
Steelers, who won 34-5. In that

no it was- the last 52
seconds of "the first , half.
Pittsburgh led 14-3, . not the
most comfortable of margins.
Then three 'fumbles by the
Oilers paved the way to three
Pittsburgh sores, Tarry
Bradshaw touchdown passes
to Lynn Swadn and John
Stallworth and; a field goal.
Suddenly it was 31-3 at halftime ... and no impassioned
speech was needed. -Not that it would have been
given_ —_ 'or! even tolerated —
by Noll. Shortly after he
became Pittsburgh's coach in
196L-when the team was one of
the
National
Football
league's worst,tie came upon
- hushed locker room at
halftime. One of his players,
tears welling up in his eyes„
was exhorting his teammates
to greatness'. Null cleared his

throat to, get the player's
attention, then terminated the
pep•talk with a simple, "shut
up and sit down."
- The Oilers, Friday 'night
arrivals from
Houston.
promised their big guns would
be in the starting lineup.
Quarterback Dan Pastorini
was listed as probable (a 75-25
(-hailer of playing, in NFI,
parlance I. as were running
back Earl Campbell and wide
receiver Ken Burrough.
"On Sunday, 1..art will be
runtniut. ,Dan'll be throwingand
be catching,"
Burrough.promised before he
left Vouston. He made only a
token appearance ilt last
_ Saturday's playoff upset of
San Diego while Campbell and
Pastorini sat out the game.

By The Associated Press
charge with a 10-point lead bench to score 13 points in the
In times past. George Over the Spurs. Birdsong fourth quarter as Chicago
Gervin and the San Antonio finished with 16 points.
ilebrated the return of center
-Spurs have mauled the
Bullets 117, Watriors 105
,.7tis Gilmore with a victory
Kansas City Kings. Friday
Klvin Hayes scored eight of
er San Diego. Gilmore, who'
night, GerOin 'manhandled
Washington's last 12 points in 1! lured his knee against
them
but the - Kings the final period to lead the (=Aden State_fIct. 27, scored"
managed to survive.
Bullets over Golden State. ',pie points in 17 minutes of
____Ciondmixd_14064mAids.tudit_ _ Hayes.'_with.11/_poillts for Ihe---414L
--wasn't enough.
game, was one of six Bullets in
Johnson's - final-quarter
"They did Own the rights to double figures. "just behind silooting.spret helped offset a
us, there's no question about Rohl
Ivy Dandridge, who led 38-point scoring effort by
that," said Kansas City Cqach
witl)'20.
0.
1 ioyd Free,the NBA's secondCotton Fitzsimmons after- a
S perSonies 123, Pistons 105
tiding scorer.
115.106 vietbry over the Spurs.
'us, Williams scored 28
(!hicago capitalized on two
l'he Meeting was the 14th
ints and four other Sonics technical fouls against the
between the_teams and only
it double figures as Seattle tippers, inclUding one on San
the third time the Kings have • ronted Detroit. Seattle's third I hego Coach Gene Shue. Shue
won.
guard, Fred Brawn, tossed in
as ejected after he chased
In other NBA games, - IA of his 18 points in a second- trferee Nick Bavetta down the
-Washington defeated Golden qua rter rally that moved
II''or and Wad to be restrained.
State 117-10C Seattle routed, Seattle from two points off the
Trail Blazers 115, Jazz 97
Detroit 123-105; New Jersey pace into a 51-43 lead-with just
Tom Owens scored 1
stopped Houston 104-101; over wininute left in the half.
consecutive points late in the
Chicago trimmed San Diego
Nets 1194, Rockets 101
first quarter to give Portland
121418, and-Portland whipyriedCalvin Natt scored 27 points, a lead it never lost. Owens
Utah 115-97.
including two free throws with finished with 28 points and
Phil Ford and Otis Birdsong . eight seconds remaining, to
Hon Brewer added 24 for the
corn bined for 40 points to lead clinch New Jersey's victory Blazers, whose biggest lead
the Kansas City victory. The over Houston. Houston wasted.
v,as 84-61 with 3:43 to go in the

Murray, Kentucky

Moses Malone. Calvin Murphy
had 20 points for Houston
while Ed Jordan had 18 for
New Jersey.
Bolls 121,Clippers 118 '
011ie Johnson came off the

PAINTSVILLF:,Ky. 4 AP
Bill Livesey, who managed
the Flaintsville Tr -County
Yankees to an Appalachian
League. -baseball championship,- last year, has been
named director of player
development and scouting -for
the parent New York
Yankees, Livesey, 39, succeeds Jack
Butterfield, who was killed in

Livesey is the former head
baseball coach at Brown
University and Eckerd
College' in Florida. He had
been with the Yankee Scouting
organization three_ yeirs
before taking the Paintsville
team last season; his first year
as a field_ manager of a
professional team.
Under Livesey. Paintsville
won 53 games and lost 12.
His replacement in Paintsvilte has not been announced.

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???

Gervin Wins The Battle But
Kansas City Takes The War,
115-106, Over San Antonio

first place in the Midwest
Division, one-half game in
front of idle Milwaukee.
. Ford tossed in 24 points,
eight of them in the third
period, when the Kings took

TODD BRADSHAVV displays the free throw form that
helped him sink four tosses in the closing minutes of
Friday's win over Fulton County.

Adrian Dantley, t
third-leading scorer with an
average of 29.8 points Per
Caine; was held to 19ibY
Blazers. Terry Furlow led the
Jan with 23 points.

114

That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is impossible tell them when to
come and collect.
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Despite Efforts By Stnothermon, Emerson

Calloway County Falls To St. Mary
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
•
Led by the offensive purwh
of center Richard Smotherman and guard Gary
Emerson, Calloway 'County
dogged St. Mary until the final
minute before succumbing,7673, in Paducah last night.
Sniotherman's outside
shooting and inside brilliance
were completed by Emerson's
penetrating, weaving_ drives

for 23 and 22 points, respec
tively.
For Calloway. it was a
creditable performance
consider* that coach QUI
Nute's team was without tw,
of its players, starting forward and secpnd-leadinv
rebeunder, Keith Lovett, with
a broken nose and Jeff
Garrison with a bout of flu.
"There :is no question we
missed those kids," Nutt
acknowledged, "but we

played well without them.
•.Wa—saa-aaaa-effense right
tonight. Emerson played a
cal good offensive and
.icfensive game.

St. Mary from blowing the St. Mary was also
sharp a Rh'
game open ovi several oc- 20 of 25 for an even 80
percent.
casions.The loss leaves Calloway
The home team broke ahead Count
with a 1-7 season
6-0 before Calloway could record and two losses
to St.
settle down and hold its deficit Mary, ,the other comiog
by a
to 18-10 at the end of the first similar 79-75 count.
St. Mary
quarter.
went over the .500 mark at 6-5
Sophomore guard Dan Key with the was.
joine,s1 -Smotherson and
Emerson in keeping Calloway
within striking distance, even
trimming the margin to three
points several times latein the
wcond quarter.
I The three were already in
(limbic figures by halftime
with 10, 10 and 12 points,
respectively, • as. Calloway
trailed 35-30....:
Junior forward Marty
McCuiston picked up some of
the slack' with a couple atkey
buckets in the third quarter as
- Calloway cut the difference to
42-41, its closest of the contest,
midway through tie period.
But Sir Mart proceeded to
run off
unanswered
points and left -Calloway'
figh.ting an u
1 battle and
bei ng forced to commit
repeatab fouls in- the last few
minutes of the game.

•'We did not rebound well.
Rut we had Seven turnovers
a Inch helped our floor game.
We had been having 20-to-25 a
game."
Calloway's deliberate offense, accompanied by steady
movement and passing, kept

McKay Humor Rampant
Before NFC Title Game

DAN KEY (23) goes over two St. Mary defenders for
two of his 16 points Friday. Key accounted for 10
points in the first half of the contest.
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

Sports At A Glance
Prep Boys
Cage Results

n

ad
ing
rs
ille
ar
a
ille
in-

Berl
Lou Ahrens 70 Lou Waggener 53
Lou Ballard 110 Lou Durrett M
Lou Central ri Lou Valley 74
Pleasure Ridge Park M DeSales 57
(Cfn
Si. Xavier 67 Fern Creek IS
Um Trinity 115 Lou Seneca 45
Adair Co 54 Campbellsville 54
Ballard Mem 56 Uringston Cell 47
Carlisle Co 59 Pad Tilghman 5I
Casey Co 40 McCreary Central 116
Crittenden Co 56 Caldwell Co 54
Cumberland Co 77 Glasgow 81
Farmington 81 Fulton X
Fordwille 73 Potter Christian 70
Gramm Co 56 Butler Co 46
Green Co IS Taylor Co 75
Hancock Co 1111 St Ftormald 57
Hazard 70 Leslie Co 51
Heath 70 !owes 51
Henderson Co 76 Hopiztrovilie 67
Johnson Central 65 Sheldon Clark 55
Lawrence Co X Paintsville 22
Lewisburg M Obruiteed 62
Madison 66 Berea 61
liornty40 Falba C.$7
Owensboro 82 Owensboro Catholic 43
Owsky Co 91 Cord's 80
Pad SL Mary 74 CaBeway C.73
Phelps 79 Elkhorn City 71
Russellville 89 Chsodlers 56
Tompkinsville 64 Hart Co 44
Union Co 50 Christian Co 44
Warren Central 60 Frankbn-Rmpeon 57
WarritrEal 83 Ecknorron Co 119
Washington Co 71 Marion Co 59
Wayne Co 54 CorMn 41
West Hardin 43 Hickman Co A
Wheelwrigta 61 Prestonsburg 50
Whtresburg 56 Letcher Co 54
Whitley Co 71 Lone Jack 62
willanteboset41 Reekesstka Call
WIngo 62 Sedalia 56
Teeruassiests
Palaski Co blotting's&
Allen Central 71 Monticello 80
Nagai Co $4 Wolfe Co 80 '

Prep Girls
Cage Results
Gi Bawd 44 Lou Durrett V
Lou Baler 56 Lou Fatrdale 43
Masan Co 35 Barren Co 25
lac Seneca 46 Pleasure Ridge Park 44
Lou Valley 50 Lou Central is
Lou Waggoner 44 Lai Ahrens 43
Cawood 64 Knott Central 61
Johnsen Central 40 Paint:vine 54
Leslie Co 50 McCreary Central 37
Murray 41 Foils.C.11
Olmstead
Lewisburg 46
Pineville RI Barbourville V
Prestonsburg 53 Wheelwright 45
Ramo Central 63 Franklin-Stinpeon 52

College Results
knell
St
141:1Bonavn'
enture 111,Prov
s ell idence 75
SOUTH
Mims Valley Si 86, Delaware St. 63
MIDWEST
Mori& 3175, St.Loula 73
Idaho St. 86, Idaho 57
Marquette It Brown 49
Nebraska IS, Wis.-Ciskolh 72
N Colorado 73, Augustan, NI
Weber St. II, Balm St Et, OT
TOURNAMENTS
ClIres CLearle
iFirst Roma
Rktimond 90, SL Francis, Pa..9E, OT
Fla. Southern M,S. Carolina St. 7$
Fakeeld Claade
First Rama
Baltimore 66, Falrfleki 51
Wagner 100, Drexel 76
Old Deaslales Classic
Pant Rand
Cl.tkentnlon MI, Vermont 61
St Joseph's, Pa. 10, Law Leland U. 74
•
Mins hiellatlesal
First Read
N.C.WIlmIngton 77, Howard 73,0?
Skins ilk Delaware 1111

By DAN SEWELL
with a lot of coaches" in im. AP Sports Writer
portant games.
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) —
McKay was asked how he
Tampa Bay Buccaneers assessed his team's chances of
Coach John McKay is keeping winning Uwe:division before the
'his frequently acid sarcasm in season.
,
check and letting his whim"My original 'Statement
sical humor run rampant as was, and get this for posterity,
he waits for Sunday's National was that anybody can win the
_ Football Conference title Central Division. Even
game -with the Los Angeles somebody who's not in the
Rams.
division could win it if they
The Buccaneers have wanted tp," he replied.
displayed- college-type spirit McKay, who has guided the
this week, with •no indication Bucs to the highest point ever
they're tense being one game reached by a fourthyear
away from the Super Bowl.
franchise said he decided to
"They've gotten over the rely on the .draft and youn4
biggest hurdle — that's Players after Studying case
winning the Central Division," histories of past expansion
- McKay said.'Chat gave them teams.
a lot of confidence and they
•'A lot of them traded for
-still have it.
quality payers who were
"The biggest thing about overthe-hill and won three or
our inexperience is that our four games
When you do
players don't have a point of that you're getting players the
referral," McKay said."Van other teams want to get rid
go over to Charley Hannah of,_" he said.
;converted to offensive tackle
McKay also talked about
this season) and say, j_ some of the key Bucs this
'CharTiTietnetribertfovrg
:
ftson, stattTie W-1iE-SeRna'-7
did thisthis last year?' And then year quarterback Dour
he says, 'But coach, I was -Williams.
playing defense last year.'".
.- "He's, very very coacbable,
McKay said after Friday's a very calm person. He listens
practice he told his team, to us."
"You're so loose, you look like
McKay, who traded away
a goose. Just don't play like
one and lose ... I guess that's
poetry."
MeKay said he won't change
- his normal • game weekend.
routine, explaining that
•'overcoaching is a bugaboo

Pro Scouts To Look
At Cream Of Crop
In Hula Bowl
HONOLULU (AP) — While
the estimated 49,000 fans in
the stands and millions of
television viewers looked
forward to a game that no one
appeared to be taking too
seriously,
there's
one
delegatiqu.here for whom-the
340--annual Hula Bowl is
strictly business.
About 65 professional
foptball'sivuts came to Hawaii
for what figures to be a final
look at the cream of the 1979
college football crop of
seniors, the products for the
1980 National Football League
draft.

draft rights to Earl Campbell,
said he would. have picked
Williams, 17th player chosen
In 1978, before Campbell:
"We had to have a quarterback, that's,the big thing. I
think he's the best quarterback to come oul- in several
years:McKay .said..
.
McKay said the additions Of
Hannah, rookie guard Greg
Roberts and tight end Jimmie
(ides have greatly improved
the offensive line. McKay compared his
feelings this year to his 1962
national championship at
Southern Cal.
'One's a 37-year-old thrill,
and. this is a 55-year-old
thrill," McKay said.
McKay was reminded that
during his Southern Cal
tenure, he was three times
offered the Rams head
coaching job.
"Well, I was in theii.
there weren't any moving
costs so they could get me
cheaper because I would live
in the same houst'nefray—
said.
ftradded,"I can assure you
of one thing — this is the last
place I will ever coach. And if
I lose Sunday, it may be my
last game."

Calloway's last gasps at
serious threats came when
SinOtherman's driving layup
rimmed out '(the potential
three-point play could have
cut the score to 72-70) and
when Emerson was pressured
from behind moments later on
what had appeared to be a
breakaway, which would have
made it 72-71.
Four straight free throws by
St. Mary in the final minute
salted • the back and forth
struggle for the night.
St. Mary was led in scoring
by senior Howard Quigley
with 29 points,20coming in the
St. Mary • alsa outshot
Calloway from the field, 51.9
46.7 percent, but Calloway
was almost perfect from the
free throw line, hitting 15 of 16
for a dazzling 93.8 figure while

VII/
A

SCORING
Calloway 73 - Sit'Oberman
21, Emerson t.?.. Sanders 4
N14-Cuistibn 8,
nun,.
4V \ att.
St. Mary 76 - Has den 14.11
l'onper 6, 14"nrk
Matclietil 10. N'eillaur fi
Wurth 9,1'. Quigley
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RICHARD SMOTHERMAN eyes the basket for two of
his team-leading 23 -points during Friday's
game
against St. Mary. The takers feel to the Paducah team
76-73.
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Ponderosa

Financing Available

Model 24DD
Double Door — Brick Lined
"Can Be Used With Doors
Or Removed To Get
Full Fireplace Effect."

Retail $499.95

Save 20%
NOW

Homesteader # 240

$39996

Thermostaticaly Controlled
Wood Heater

Retail $279.95

RESOLUTION
R 1980

Save
20%

Wood
Burner

22396

Now $

Huntsman
Model 30
Reg.$399.95

Model 2502
with Thermostat
Retail $189.95

Save 10%

NOW $35995
Wigton's Hearth Furnace

Hot Irons
Turn Your Fireplace
Into a Furnace

I will concentrate more effort on conserving
energy. And I'll save more than my smart-aleck
brother-in-law, Larry. .

$4995

complete
with
blower

Service After The Sale

Murray-Mayfield
4

Reg.$189.95

Reg.$179.95

Save 20%

Save 20%

Model 2221

Save 20%

Model 2219

Model 2217

21"

11"

19"

95995 kw$15295!1439

New

Murray Lawn

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Coop-Corp.

Reg.$199.95

and

Garden Center

753-3361

FREE PARKING
40
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Dale To Speak At Church Of Christ
The _Seventh and Poplar be Ray Karraker,Jeffs. Bolls,
Church of Christ will hear Ed West. Jack Rose, Gene
John Dale speak on "The State Roberts, Sam Parker, Noah
of the Church" with scripture Wheatley. Joe Garland, Paul
from Acts 15:1-4 at the 8:30 Ragsdale. Kelly Crouse, Ron
and 10:40 a.m. services, and !McNutt, Glen B. Gibbs. Rick
Spiritual
Oft
••Toward
Maturity" with scripture from
Phil. 3:13-15 at the 6 p.m.
services on Sunday,Jan.7: - Assisting in the services will
The Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street.
Murray. will hear the pastor,
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe. speak
at the 10-:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
services on Sunday,Jan.7.
Marine Cpl. Timothy G.
Directing the music will be
Hutson, son of William G. and Leland Peeler with Dwane
luta Hutson of Route 4, Box' Jones as organist and Anita
232. Murray, has been Underhill as pianist.
promoted to his present rank
Nursery workers will be
while serving at El Toro Dell; Bazzell, Freda Jones,
Marine Corps Air Station,-Terry Downey. and Bonnie
Santa Ana,Calif.
Fdtbus information call
A 1977 graduate of Calloway Verba Ray.753-7200.
-Cenntriiigh-School. he ned-- --Sunday ;School with Dan
the Marine Corps in March Billington as superintendent.
1977.
will be at 9:45 a.m. Sunday.

CLASSIFIEDADS!

spann, Mike Lyons, Euin
Dick,and Frank Hargis.
Nursery helper will be Kay
Farley and special class
helper will be Sandra
Garland. Serving on the extension department will be Joe
Gartand and Emmanuel
Manners.
Bible study will be at 9:45
a.m.Sunday..

2. Notice

I

6. Nel_p Wanted

Nook year 'modals, I
before January for 1979
prices!
-

Cashier-Clerk, hours 1 til 9. Apply Uncle Jeff's Clothing
Department.

Help Wanted. Male or female.
Wanted Salespeison Lincoln
304 Main
Income Life Insurance is a
753-8298
growth company looking for someone who is capable of matFree Store. 759-4600.
ching this growth. Promotions
available, but optional. liberal
starting compensation with no
limit on future earnings Good
fringe benefits like Free life insurance free health insurance,
free retirement program. good'
The First Baptist Church
disability program. paid vacawill hear the pastor, the Rev.
tion and sick Wave Must ItIve
Dr. Bill Whittaker. speak on
a minimum high school educa-The Water of Meribate: with
tion and be of legal age. Conscripture froni Number's 20:1tact lo Williams Hill, 444-6967
13 at the 10:45 Lyn. -service
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES.
and on "The "Friend of GodNeeded for growing fast food
with scripture from Genesis
operation Excellent opportuni12:25 at the 7 p.m. services on
ty for persons lookinifor adSunday,Jan.7,
vancement and bettering their
Special music will be by Bill
future. Positions open in MurMenomonie, Wis.-John E. Fortin (left), Murray is presented University of Wisconsinand Marian Lee. guests,
ray and other locations
•rre,
Wayne Halley,* minister of
Stout's Alnasntbistinguished Service Award by Chancellor Robert S. Swanson. The award
throughout the southeast.
of the highest honors that the university bestows on its graduates.
is
music, and the, Church Chair
Equal opportunity employer If
with Joan Bowker- as organist
interested call 'Mrs Sexton at
and Vicki Sorrow-as pianist
Kentucky Fried Chicken for-ap•
pointment Toff free 1-800-633Charles Hale, deacon of the
5912.
week; and G-. T., Movsi •
ACROSS
4 Eons
associate pastor, will assist in
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
1 Yearns
Maintenance Foreman. Major
5 Surgical
the services.
6 More secure
thread
_division of Fortune 1.00 com11
CIO
s
dicam to
$
1100
003
11 Retreat
6 Lawmaker
„Sunday Scheol uill be at 9:30
pany, located in spat' southern
...sercoine the'ehallenge
CCOU IMO DOM3 a.m.
12 Glossy paint
7 Article
Menomonie, Wis.- John E.
Fortin has had a wide' range Education
and Church Training will
Kentucky city, is seeking a
Association and .4 the sks comes roaring
UDC Ei To T INF
14 Near
8 Distant
Fortin, Route 4, Murray, was of background in education, Illinois
p.M.
be
at
6
foreman
experienced in superlit
'tile
Council
Isso-plus
at
of
MIMI=
!slach
Local
15 Conductor's
=
0013111C1=
9 Arab chief
presented with UW-Stout's including teaching and ad- Administrators
vising all crafts in the
stick
As a Nasal pilot or flight
13 e0 ODE
10 Girrs name
. He is also a
Alumni Distinguished Service ministration. Currently he is former director
17 European
maintenance of industrial -11 Indian prince CIICEI A III 1:31313131:131
t,111,:er.!6OU'rt! in the dri%er%
of the
Award during winter corn- professor of vocational National
capital
13 Jacket part
Strong electrical,
equipment.
seat
Arc
10
big
akt‘cniure.
chair
WM
Council of Local
18 Man's nick- 16 Siberian river
mencement ceremonies. The technical
education, Administrators and
-hydraulic. and steam generalenge and pure(
CM
-tenement.
i
131:
C1131313C131
an
name
19 Fracas
award is one of the highest Department of Industrial_ honorary
tion exposure desireable. AbiliNasal as lation is }our
CCU 000
member of the
20 Radar's kin
21 Forgive
Education,
honors
Murray
that
'State
the
to effectively organize and
-university
ty
opp.irt
U1111%
COACIED
It,
atid
V.
!lig
,
.
SODOW
22 Tear
24 Painful spots
Illinois Industrial Education
University. .
. supervise -all maintenance. acit 6 1
,
6 601 college degr...e.
MCC CAO ODOT
23 The sweet.
26 Chopped
The, Memorial- Baptist bestows-upon its graduates.
Clubs.
tivities, including PM program
sop
'rec
It sins hase the kit.wlitte%
.eived
29
LICE MI ID TC11:1T Church\ will observe the'orFoftin
his
25 Famed
u
llgg
er
v t.N\ 121121:110 UM MEP
required. Excellent salary
is
leadership
the__.
and
bachelor's
degree
Stout
from
dipance of The Lord's Supper
27 Compass pt. 31 Approaches
and fringe benefits. Please-repit ,f re416 611.6161itt)
1936.
later
in
He
received
his
worship
services
p.m.
the
7
at
28 Spartan slave 33 Surfeit
39,Repulses
48 Rockfish
i” _not put flight in )iiur
ly in confidence to: Personnel
master's degree from Nor30 Titular
35 Some basins 40 Blacksmith's 51 Female ruff
on Sunday, Jan. 7, with the
ut uIC'
Manager, P.0 Box '407.
them Illinois University.
32 God-of love 36 Q015ks in
tool
pastor., the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
53. Male sheep
Hopkinsville. KY 42240.
'I or nh.re inform:akin.
34 Grain
oven
43 Consumed
spent
He
earlier
his
56 Interjection
White, in charge.
'
all toll tree
464 1
35 Citizen
37 Seines
46 Fruit cake
58 Exist
professional years as an in5370.00 Per 1000 envelopes.'
Special music will be by J.
Masses will be at 6:30 p.m
•
38 Rips
In(
hil(1-3-4 1-•10,
education
teacher
dustrial
in
you. mail Write 1.1.A P. Route
11111
"What
2 3 A -3
41 Hawaiian
Language Does God
6 -7 ''s s lo II T. Lee. ,.
today and at 8 and 11 a.m. and
4 -Wisconsin and Michigaiv, but Speak?" will be the,subject of
1. Ktritses-KY-4206,
birds_
- The Rev. Dr. White will 4313__p.m. on Staid,
an'-o--•-:-.--:-.1w
7 at
•----4,0
MeC14- '
novisf"_---f
f
seato
•
the
sermon
.by the Rev..--Dr,
'
2R*foriWilreitii"‘VIAt CithOtt
'On
Re_ponsible adult to stay with -rch with
ranean vessel 14
%..ici
17
scripture from Psalm 42:5-11 the Rev. Martin Mattingly, ministration as assistant state David C. Roos, pastor of the
8 year old froni.210-tri-573V444 Delineated
days,.a week. References reat ,the 10:50 a.m. service on pastor, in charge of the ser- 'supervisor of vocational First Christian Church, at the
45 Man's nick'18
19
22
.
.-.
education for the state of 16;45 a.m services on Sunday,
name
quired
Call 759-1020 alter 5
Mainn • Billioaton. vices.
Sunday.
..
24
5.
47 Hindu guitar 23
26
Georgia. He served as Jan., 7, at the church. His
27
pm
deacon of the week, will assist
"Christ
in
the
World"
with
49 Resort
28
29
30
in the services,
31
scripture from Matthew 2:1-12 assistant director and later scripture " will be from PUNY OFFICERS
Wanted Babysitter for infant in
50 Despot
•
Special
music
the
by
choir will be the subject of the director of the Alabama Phlippianst:5-11.
52 Showy flower IW2
my home References required.
GET
31
34
RESPONSIBILITY
School
The Chancel Choir, directed
54 For example:
will .be directed by Killion. sermon by-the pastor.
-. of Trades at Gadsden,
Call 759-4478
FAST.
3.5 36
37
38
Abbr.
36 AO
Gresham with Margaret - Classes for all grades and direesor ofthe divisionbf adult try' Margaret Porter with
9. Situation Wanted
55 Thoroughfare
Wilkins as organist and adult class will be at 9:30 a.m. and :occupational services. Maxine Clark as organist, will
41
I142
A3
44
John 14.15. -It ye love me,
57 Empower
Rockford, AIL, Board 'of t--;mg the anthem. "God Is keep my commandments" II
• Weekends and Weekdays
Sharon Owens as pianist, ,
Sunday.
59 Cubic meter 45
46 147
babysitting .done. -.Call 753and. . ad- Working His Purpose Out.",
Sunday Sehool with Dori
60 Titles
-Weekday massei will be at Education,
John- II, -Whosoever /ran.
30
31152
DOWN
Rogers.as superintendent will 6:15 a.m. on Monday. 4:30 ministrafive - associate for • Assisting in the serviceSwill sgresseth, and. abideth not, in
_53 .54
Dunwoody
1 Small and
Industrial.
beRenita
Greer, Bailey Gore. the doctrine of Christ hath not
5W1iI517do sewing, 8 years exbeet 9:30 a.m., and Church pm_ cur Tuesday,530 p.m. on ,
55
56
1
58
trim
perience 753-8472atteK5 pm.
Trainihg with Kerry Let- Wednesday, 10 a.'m. on Institute, Minneapolis. He was ; Gene I:kindolt, Jim Clopton. God He that abideth• in the
2 Pronoun
terman as director will be at 6, Thursday, and 2 p.m - on Also - chairperson of 'the Mike Holton.-iinhert Hopkins, doctrine of Christ, he hath-the
3 Penpoint
Bus. Opportunity
10.
III59
Department of Vocational Don McCord, Lenvel Yates. Father and the Son.- Sabbath
III p.m.
Friday.
INSURANCE SALESPERSONS
Technical Education at fluffy Greer. Martha Carter:; worship .service. Saturday's II
PEANUTS
WANTED for this area The
Murray State.
AM and 6 PM Bible study. 6 tit
and Ruth DaughadayT .
persons we are Seeking must
Fortin has served as a
DID I SEE YOUR
8 evenings Study by phone
The flowers will be- in
ALL THE DECORATIONS
be age 21 or over and hake
I
HAVEN'T
SENT
anytime
Free
special
ciinsultarit
Store
for
the
and
has
memory of Bill Graham by his
FAMILY TAKING DOWN
AND ORNAMENTS HAVE
high school diploma or G.E.D.
needy All donations apconducted
a
number
major
erf
.
_family.
OUT
AW
CARDS
YET
LfOUR GORI5TMAS
BEEN'PACKED AWAY AN
liberal starting salary.
preciated Anyone having need
training programs and conSunday School will be at 9:30
TREE YESTERDAY ?
Major Medical in$300.000
BERYNiNG CLEANED UP
or
vrould,like
information
Bible
ferences.
a.m. The youth groups will
surance coverage on you and
imI.
study
or
call
Bible
Facts
or
Free
is
president
past
He
of
the
meet
at
5:30 p.m. Sunday for
6
11111111
da
ik
. your dependents. Retirement
Store. 759-4600
Alabama
Vocational supper followed by respective
plan. Vacation arrangements
Association, Illinois Industrial meetings.
suW
:
5. Lost and-Fount
GP°
and life insurance coverage for
41.16,4"1111b
Found large dog, ipendiY_ru No esperience necessary.
IL, I 1 • larnIll pet Part Great Dane or,
as t .• persons selected will go

Grace Baptists To
Hear Rev. Burpoe

Timothy Hutson
Is Promoted.

First Baptist
Church To Hear
Pastor Sunday

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

CARTER STUDIO

Navy.
Still
Plenty
of room
atthe
top.

John E. Fortin Presented
Distinguished Service Award

VI
Ca

Bu
cle
sa
$3
$4
$5

$6
$8
61

I

Memorial Church
To Observe Lord's
Supper Ordinance

Masses Tie
O
He gunday At
tholic Church

First Christian
Church Pastor To
Deliver Sermon

ye

.

1
4

°F
.

ta
p.

a

NANCY
OH,
AUNT
FRITZ,

I WISH YOU
WOULDN'T LEAVE
THLS BOX OF SALTED
PEANUTS AROUND •

Nefaaw
J466u AR Y•

BEETLE BAILEY
I HEAR A
BURGLAR

OUTSIDE NEAR
THE CHOW HALL

44
40)

4,
41
asmar

RAM

- -ewle••••111,

LEM:ME

HEY, 0A3wCX:0Yot.,i GOT A
3/isi DRILL
BIT?

30
LOOK

I KNOW HES GOT ONE-I'LlJUST GO ON OVER THERE

Horoscope

PLEASE HIDE IT
BEFORE I FINISH
TI-IF WHO' E

BOX

irreterra

753 4406-or-435-4119

14</Clio

FrIUIC.e3Dcake
FOR MONDAY,JANUARY 7, 1980

Small black dog
with some gray
hair last seen
near - Bonner's
store on 280. Answers to name of
Jack. Child's birthday
present.
Has Scott Terrier
face.

n

00

045 THE GENERAL RA/5E5 H/5
tint?'
GUN'. 1 AT LA6r,
FOLINCrICiLl,•,
AN( I'VE GOT KX1f

I've

WRONO.
L„.

4

41244g

I-s

I

PHANTOM

I

gram No overnight Wave' Call
Mayfield (502) 241-6861 for an
appointment or mail brief
resume to P.O Box_ 658,
*synod. KY

13. For SaktUr Trade

What kind of day will SCORPIO .
For sale or trade 12 ft.
tomorrow be? To find out the (Oct. 23 to'Nov. 21) DV*
,neckover trailer with bumper
stars say, read the forecast
You're in a party mood and
hitch and dual axles. Will trade
given for your birth Sign.
-can -impress others with your
for a Runabout boat Call 753thoughts. Someone at home
. 9400..
ARIES
though may feel anti-social.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)11
1964 Jeep
loan
Don't
money.
runs and_
4
Stress a. creative approach SAGITTARIUS
drives good, body fan. $450
firm. Call 759-4000 after 5 pm,
to career progress. Don't let a (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 4
0
.
Call
\ friend or adviser discourage
ask for Bobby.
'Use initiative in career for
AND BRING
WH4T 20 YOU
you from pursuing a wor- prowess_ Be _careful,sigpmg
438-2598
ME BACK
THINK 7HI5 is,
thwhile objective.
papers and don't be naive. A
,A TURKEY
BLONDIE AND
Lost. 2 female Beagle ri
Book entitled -The CunnTAURUS
friend has a useful bit of inSANPWICI-I
DA&WOOD?
With Illinois collers with F M
ingham Family- by Mrs. *red
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
formation.
Clements- on them Ledbetter
Gingles. Call 753-8034.
Attending a cultural event CAPRICORN
Church Area It found call 753
together is your best bet for IDec. 72 to Jan. 19) id
Decorative beauty pageant
1996.
furthering romance. Be
Some confusion re a travel
dress, size 7 or 9. Telephone
satisfied with a good time. plan. A good time to contact 6.itelp Wanted444-6500. Paducah, KY.
Don't indulge in fantasy.
agents, publishers, and school
• Applications -now being acUsed fishing boats, motors, and
GEMINI
authorties. Consult with adcepted at Fern Terrace lodge,
• trailers', $2000 and Under. Call
( May 21 to June 20)
visers re business.
1505 Stadium View Drive. No
753-3672.
The opinions of others can
AQUARIUS
"way
Phone calls please. Apply in
Want to buy Junk cars Call
sway your judgment. Don't be
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
person.
.
4T4-8838 after 5 pm
so impressionable. A domestic
Attend to tax, estate and
Babysitter
CMON, HERS,- BUTJUST A
needed
in my home.
HELuO? HELLO? HE muST vE decision has potential despite
insurance matters. Do further
15: Articles
-FifrUe
SEC- I'VE Gor somEsooy
others' doubts.
HUNG UP
research before making final 8 am to 1 pm, 5 days a week
for sale: Large sturdy dog -ON THE PHONE
Must have references Call 759CANCER
conunittments. Someone has
house with shingle roof Also a
1816 after 4 pri)
June 21 to July 221
a line.
Si
Pioneer.
underdash cassette
Partnership
PISCES
accord
leaves
WHO
CUSTOMER SERVICE AND
player. Call 753-2522.
you in a good- frame of mind, I Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(C
' FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES.
WAS 179
but it may be difficult to
Socializing should
be
Needed for growing fast food
Skinny-Winnie
frigidase.
concentrate on other im- rewarding. Your enthusiasm oderatron. Excellent opportunirr1
washer an4 dryer, harvest gold,
about the potential- in a ty for persons looking for adportant matters,
good conditIon. Call 489-2181
relationship could scare an vapcement and bettering ihett
LB)
after 5 pm._ .
July 23 to Aug. 22)
admirer off. Cool it.
feure. -Positions'open in Murpu
YOU BORN TODAY are ray and other locations
A work decision - has good
16. Home Furnishings
mental and analytical. Your throughout the southeast.
financial potential, but you
natural critical ability will Equal opportunity employer.-tt
may matte a hasty decision re
Full size ',Notre:, sad
bring you success in scientific interested call Mrs. Sexton it
spending. Check authenticity
springs in fair conditio
n,
research or art criticism. You Kentucky Fried Chicken or
of art objects.
at):
"PHANTOM MOVES FA5TER
$30. Coll 753-0806 after
have
the
VIRGO
ability
.
to com- pointment. Toll free 1-810-633THAN' THE EYE CAN 5EE
4 p.m.
mercialize your intellectual 5912.
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
OLP JUNGLE SAY/NG.
gifts, so a good education in
Initiative serves you well,
the field of your choice is
esp in the romantic area. Still,
..c•rv
important. Law, medicine,
colleagues
and
The City of Murray is offering for sale
other
II
photography, and psychology
acquaintances may be starone 1974 Ford Cargo Van. Sealed bids
are some of the fields for
tligl b th-4 side of you.
which you have a natural
I must be submittal to the City Clerk's
IIRRA
AIStitTRIC
Sept. 23-fii Oct. 22"i
bu5tlies8, -you
Office No later than 12 noon January
have executive ability.
You may get a tip re a
Somewhat of a perfectionist,
property matter. Extra
17, 1980. This vehicle may be seen at
be more tolerant and unenergy allows you to finish
the City Nall building, located at 5th
uncompleted tasks, though
derstanding of others' shortcomings. Birthdate of:
you may
uncertain re
and
Poplar.
CONT
Charles• Addams, cartoonist.
romance.
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YOUR KEYto Buy,Sellor Trade Anythi
le.

tns
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no
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a
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24. iscellaneous
--- 28. Mob. Home Rents
Beautiful

49. Used Cars
43. Real Estate
50. Used Trucks
53. Services Offered
handmade silk
flowers for weddings. showers. Two bedroom mobile home for
957 Chevy with original 257 Hold owl New 1979 F-150. i;ustom upholstery work done
and special occasions Special rent
gas heat
newly
y8 engine, in running corn& 4x4, dark green V8, automatic Phone 753-6152
weekdays
Pm.
prices for early orders Call decorated, excellent location
•JA Needs body work Call power steering power brakes after 5 pm
Good quality like-new. black
Memory Lane for appoint- CO 753-0364 or 753-3455
It's got to go! Parker Ford 753474-2393
vinyl couch and chair, $150 ment 753-4120.
fireplace and chimney brick
5273.
1455
trailer,
bedroom
exTwo
1979
Camaro, many options
repair Fireplace inserts and
Call 489 2256 or 153-8131
Firewood, 18 inch 24 inch tra clean No pets Call 48919-75 Jeep Cherokee Chiet, 2- stoves made to order Brick_
$4995. Call 753-0667
17. Vacuum Cleaners Oak and Hickory. $25 00 rick 2118
4x4, quadrotrack house pointing Call after 6
1968 Chevy. New toes. power door
Fancy natural honey $4 50 qt Two bedroom 1260 mobile
autumotii..lrowee-steer ng and pm 436-2855
.steering
,
good
Conditio
n Call
NEAR DOWNTOWN
_
kIRRY
Call 4892321.
brakes, good condition Call
home. $150 per month rent,
753-4094.
Fence Sates at Sears now Cali
Inves
tment
753-8754
opafter
VACUUM
pm
5
Firewood. Oak and Hickory, 515 security deposit. No pets.
Sears 753-231.0 to; free
Datsun, 1969. 4-door.
portunity with this
520 00 4 x 8 ricImmediate Call Brent Manning. 753-4808.
CLEANERS
automatic. excellent mileage. 1974 Trail Duster. 4 wheel estimates for your needs
large
older
home
near
delivery
Call 753-6837.
For factory authorized parts,
drive. convertible. 2 BBL.
31. Want To Rent
$595 436-2146.
downtown. Excellent
sales, and service call 4904,
automatic, air. ps. low mileage. Guttering by Sears. Sears conFor sale. 280 ft. pf green vinyl Middle-aged woman needs effisa-ssis. Located at 102 W.
room arrangement for
1978 Ford LTD II Broham. 2- 3000 miles, will considertrade tinous gutters installed perWashington St., Court Square,
Coated-chain-link fence fabric, ciency apartment. reasonabl
professional offices or
e.
door. all extras, extra nice, IOW,, in Also 1973 threerquarter ton your specifications tall Sears
Partal'a.
used only 2 months /59-9512 Call 753-4756
apartments.
Also
753-2310 for tree estimates
mileage, regular gas. new truck, big 6 automatic. ps.
garage
apartment
Goodyear radials. radial snow FM, will consider trade in. Can Have ,your carpet cleaned by
19:raim-Tifuipment Firewood for sale, reasonable Wanted. Single bedroom apartbehind main home inprices 436-5684
tires and rims. $3850 firm Call see on Tobacco Road (Harris Joe Smith Carpet .Celjter.- the
.
ment, furnished or unfurnishBuildings!' Save 5$ All steel
cluded in package.
753-1888 after 6 pm.
Lee Waterfield Road) half block people who know carpets Call
Fire
314-649ash
3829,
screen. -practically new ed. Phone
clear span buildings .0)1 maior
Price now only $45,000.
west of Old -Murray and .Paris 753-6660 for free e5timate5
For
sale:
1976
for Gary.
Cutlass.
Prier*
manufacturers Five sizes on Call 436-2817
COMMERCIAL
road or half mile east of Mid753-5079.
sale
30.x48. x12
for Hickory and Oak firewood for 32. Apts. For Rent
Having trouble Otting things
PROPERTY
way.
For
$3 717 00 • 40 x48'x14' for sale $25 a rick delivered Catt Apartmen
sale.
1965
done
around the home? PlumbDodge
Dart,
ac4000
Square
t for rent. 299 At a political party hundred
in$4 619 00 • 40)02 x14 for 753 3307
tual mileage. 42,145. Phone 51. Campers
-dollar-a-plate sulated metal feet
.ng. carpentry. roofing? Call
•
Walnut,
753,568
Call
building
3
dinner, there are no doggie bags, Mabel."
$583300 • 48 x12 x14 for
on 11
/
Mid-winter sale! Entire- inven- /53-8950
4 acres located on -492-8394.
King wood burning score. Calf' Furnishe
d 2 _bedroom apart$6522 00 • 48.036•x14' for
-1973 Grand Prix, needs body tory! 1979 models drastically Herndon's Welding. -Route 6
busy highway 4 miles
753-8448
ment near downtown Murray
58.046 00 F 0 B factory Call
work, best offer. Call 159- reduced. Three units :with 8o5 '154. 753-9507:
from Murray. Priced:
614.294-2615 collect 9 AM to Mobile signfor sale Complete Call 753-4109
43. Real Estate
slight tail damage. below cost_
below
43. Real Estate
1112.
replacement
alphabet included $499 . Call
Insulation blown in by Sears
/ PM
Free , automatic awning with
cost - *60's. Phone
1976
Impalla
Chevrolet
.
4-door
time
As
on
goes
You
II
be pay759-1915
save
on these high heating and
For
Kopperud Realty, 753sedan, excellent shape. $1750. every 1980 unit sold. All parts cooling bills. Call Sears. 153ing more and more for rent, so
FENCE MATERIALS
Purdom
Thurma
&
Poland
n
25
automati
accessori
and
1222
chain
c
for
es
10
full
pec
cent
time
Rent
real
Call 489-2256 or 753-8131.
'hain link fence, 3 to
why not buy your home
'2310, for free estimates
saw. 2 years old. $100 Call
off. Prices good through
estate service.
Insurance & Real Estatt This exceptionally nicenow.2
•
12 ft. tall, Cedar
Nice
1976
furnis
Mercury
Monarch,
hed
4753-884
8 before 8 30 pm.
January 31st. White's Cimper • Licinsed Electrician and gas inSouths,de Court Square
rivacy fence,. split
bedroom may be lust the one.
door. 34,000 miles, extra nice. Sales. East 94 Highway. Mur- stallation. heating installation
apartment for 1, Murray, Kentucky
Pecans, shelled, fresh, one
rail, barbwire, wood,
Completely redecorated, new Different strokes for different Call 527-3700.
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
ray. 753-06056
2, 3 or 4 girls.
pound packages' halves and
and steel post, gates,
• 753-4451 - - heating system- including folks, modern tri-level 4
1974
Monte
Carlo,bedroom.
$900.
Call
1111M111
2
pipe
11111111
kennels
bath
Al-so
11111111
pieces,
home
Licensed electrician. Prompt
.
Phone 753-5865 or
with
$3 5Q Alpha Mu. ESA,
MIMINI Fisher woad burning stove, all
53:Services Offered
Dog
Phdenthropic organization.
efircent service Reasonable
and tubing for strucnew kitchen appliances and central heat and air, family 753-8451 after 4 pm.
753-5108.
All
kinds
mechanic
of
work
First
time offered' Many lovely bathroom fixtures new roof room, eat-in kitchen, large 1973 Plymouth
Days 753-3110. evenings 153tural use.
Brougham, specializing in motor rebuilds rates -Call Ernest White 153wooded home sites in one acre this year. private backyard
utility room...situated on 1 11 local one owner, 53,000
Lair loyestoty LOW PT*
3110 or 759-1288
with
miles. Work by the lob. reasonable 0605.
Furnished three room apart- to ten acre tracts. Be
acre lot m-I _Priced in the Call 753-8848 before 830
AAA FENCE
pm. rates, satisfaction always. Call Mechanic or body work, 1 &
Wood for sale. $22 50 you pick ment with bath. $75 per mon- to. select a site for yourthe_first large. deck. Priced in 520's. 540's..
Phone
dream Call Spann Realty Associates.
SUPPLY
153Garage. Call 474-2381 or 527up. $21 50 for delivery. Call th. No pets. Call 153-6816.
after 4.30 pm. 753-8430.
1972
Torino
with
1975
motor
home
and
help
1492...Of
fered
design'
by
your
Century 21
753-7724.
444-68115
3777.
753-8167
.
Call
753-6392
,
own
restrictio
Loretta
ns in a most uniNew two bedroom apartment,
Pular*,tty,
Jobs Realtors.
Hwy.SOW
Scratches and smudges
Painting • Paperhanging. Com25.-Business Services all appliances furnished,$250 que subdivision. Call Spann
1976 VW Rabbit, good cone
on old portraits? We'll
mercial or residential. Free
Eight foot Case wheel Mc. Maybelle
bon, reasonably priced. C3/1
Per month plus deposit. Call Realty.Associates. 153-7724.
Joyner Bridals, Wingo 7;1
n9t IA
restore.
estimates. 759-1987. ..
767-2749
-COuts'itt-thrtetv't
.
4
-Attrett
year old Call 489-2716 after 6 gowns. -'bridesm -AngetrArrretah---'-v:""''
CARTER STUDIO
Snow removal from driveways,
aid s dresses Nice small furnished apartstationwagon
7afierrrg lots; etc. Also tractor
'arid- Veils Sizes 6' to 241 2 ment fnquire /00 S 13th St
Squareback for sale. Good work SO4 Main
753-8298
1970 International 656 with Shown by appointments. Gall
work.
breaking, disking,
'TSif
.7eL-14p
m.
-New two 'bedroom apartment
bushhogging. blade work. Call
duals with 414 plows 10' disc. 316-5381
Boyd-Majors
fireplace, many extras'$265
50.
Used
Trucks
ALL TYPES home remodeling 753-7400 from 8'til 5, after 5
469 New Holland hay bin. one, Paintings, drawings
Real Estate
. portraits. 153-1179
BOYEWS CHOICE -Ford F-250, 4 wheel drive, good and mailtenance. References. pm 753-2632.
row Massey Ferguson corn commissioned
.
_
12th
10S
N.
art work Laura One bedroom
shape. 753-9299.
Four bedroom brick
Guaranteed
work. Free
furnished apartpicker 1973 GMC one ton Pommier,
TODAY'S
BUY.
153-066
3
home in Kirlcsey. Very
ment college boys preferred
pickup. 16' goose neck trailer.
1977 Blazer. 4WD. 39000 estimates. Call 753-8948 or I Will haul driveway
TOMORROW
neat and well built.
75:,-7411
26. TV-Radio
white rock and Ag
Located 121 North next to fair
Call betore 2-30, 436-5867
miles, excellent condition. All 753-2501 after 5.pm.
SECURITY
home
with
Lime.
full
grounds
Also have
No
pets
Call
753Terrain
radial
tires.
Byers
Craig
$6000. Call
component stereo. AMBrothers & Son-General
M-Farmall with 2 row New Idea
basement. Lovely garIn this quality 3 BR.,
3139
washed gravel. Call
753-1913.
home
remodeli
ng,
framing,
corn pickei, both in - excellent FM. 8-track orith -Ara'nd. 2
Good quality older home
den and flower areas
2/
1
2 bath B.V. in lovely
753-7261
( 1977
speakers, good condition. Two bedroom, central gas and located
condition. 753-9507.
Chevrolet C-20 Scott- aluminum siding. gutters, and
at 500 N 6th Street has
in well manicured
Canterb
ury- - Loaded
toofrng. Call 1-305-4961 or 1$100 Call 753-3716 after 2:30 arr. stove and refrigerator fur: 3 bedrooms,
RONNIE PEA
sdale,
4x4.
Maroon.
air,
living room.
lawn. Also 40x50 con22. Musical
with -extras - Central
pm
362-4895.
rushed. deposit and references kitchen-dining room combinaautomati
c.
power
steering,
crete
building
vacuum
'suitabl
,
e
heidolator in
Wanted Responsible party to 25 inch
required No pets $200 per tion, utility room and enclosed
power brakes. new tires. Worth Concrete and block work. Block Will do plumbing and' heating
'RCA color
for workshop • or
fireplace, extra large
take over low monthly automatic.
month.
753-2835
.
the
money! Buy or trade. garages. basements, driveways. repairs and remodeling around
porch. Old carriage house pro$250 In good congarage. The price is
bedrooms, luxurious
payments on spinet piano Can dition. Phone
Parker
Ford, 753-5273
walks, patios. steps. free the home. Call 753-9600. •
vides outside storage. Large lot
33.
753-6531.
Rooms
right
for
baths.
Rent
at
$42,500.
'Double garage,
Phone
be seen locally Write Credit
'
Priced
525,900.
Will haul driveway white rock
at
sell
Need to
Kopperud
paired drive. Call
11,77 'Chevy Silverado C-10, estimates. 753-5476.
Realty
Managei P0 -Box 537. Wanted. responsible party to Furnished room, kitchen and to
complete
and
Ag lime, also have any type
settleme
nt
today
of
today
at
753-1222
4x4.
for
Red
.
and
an
cream.
Carpente
aptake up small monthly payment laundry facilities furnished,
Air,
r contractor. New and
Shelbyville Ind 46176
HOUSE &
pointment to see this
automatic. power steering. remodel. Hawley Bucy. 492- of brown or white pea gravel_
on 25- color t.v. Warranted one block from MSU boys only. estate. Call Spann Realty
Associates..753-1724,
Call Roger Hudson, 153-4545
beauty.
APPROXIMATELY
power brakes, real nice. A 8120.
Clayton's
& B Music. 153- $50 per month. Call 75,9-4538
or
753-6763.
WANT
A
super
bargain
3
deal!
ACRES
Parker Carpentry service. Whatever
7575.
after 12 noon.
Ainlei Auction &
Ford.
753-5273
FARM?
.
Wet
basement? We make wet
Unusual
opportunity
your needs. old or new, quality
21 Mob. Home 'lents -34. Houses For Rent
Realty Sales
1974 Chevrolet pickup, work. Call 753-0565
basements dry. work complete95 acres about 50 open.
to have your own horse
.
co, EMIT Mali,
, For Rent, Two bedroom triflers Four bedroom; two story brick
ly guarenteed. Call or write
automatic, power and air, dual
3 bedroom home in
farm within the city
ficalt.•r
lin Shady Oaks Trailer Court house. 104 Olive Street. 753tanks;tilt wheel, $1550. 1972 Carpet cleaning, at reasonable Morgan Construction Co.
Nppral,er
prime condition limits of Murray.
'Ali
It,
Call 489-2611.
5191 9 am to 430 pm
Chevrolet Cheyenne pickup, rates. Prompt and efficient ser- Route 2. --Box 409A. Paducah.
almost new large
Property has atS.uOr f
automatic and power. $995. vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489- KY 47001. or call day or night,
metal pole barn,
Small two bedroom, all elec- fichge for rent, 215.1. P Miller
tractive cypress plank
2714.
Call 489-2595. .
1-442-7026.
tobacco barn, exfencing, 36' x 24' redtric, water and garbage pickup Street. 1 rooms, gas heat, Can - Doctor or nurse yforried about
c restrasola
- lent Apvestmentwood and concrete
cleaning_
-4
free 56. Free Column
, 1977 Dodge, 4x4. Copper color Carpet
getting to work this winter
•• •‘-•
onl $85K. S
estimates, satisfied references,
One or two adults. House for
Ya
IltII lot
ettrcr's
rent in Tayfer Store
8, Pest Control limits_
,."one 153-5405 after 5 pit
the
home
rat
is
tier
an
exNeed
a
phone
power
in
your
car'
brakes,
Have
AM
radio,
-tonimunity Call 753-8375
tool r
tens
a 474 2259
hese /S/ 11114
Church Rd. off Hwy.
tremely well mina pet. but no place to put it?
box, low slk local one mg. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
.411er foi rent, see 13.T.1-Dill at after 6 pm.
1346.
Call
tamed
today!!
753-5827
57.
3
.
Wanted
bedroont, 2
Like a large work room away
owner. Pgifecr condition.
Trotter Court.
Newly decorated 3 bedroom from it
bath home. Phone
_24-Miscellaneous__
Driveways white rocked and Want to learn how to drive a
Parker Ford, 753-5273.
153-8
080
Three- b-e-didm----centrat -heat. -house, full carpet. 4 lades west_ fruunentall for those rare spare
Kopperud REalty,753graded,
s7 We Mad solulion
free estimates, Clifford Sears tractor trailer. Will work
ap Firewood.' oak and hickory. natural gas. new furniture and of Murray, Southwest
1974 El Camino Classic,
1222 for -all the-1n- This Makei
school
-Youse sene1 Tor $1950. Clean. 1704 Greenbrier Gar risert--753-54-29, after 4 as- teachers --helpeu- Call 753 -delivered $20 a rick Call 414- carpet, 2 full baths. near district, $210 per month. for you For the complete picformation on this once- the active,family who wants
ture, call 753-1492 Offered
PM- ,
_0734 after 7 prnrask for Paul
a Drive, 753-4981.
2382
. .....
University. Call 753-5209.
deposit and references re- by Century 21 Lorega..,
in-a-lifetime opportunJobs
really
functiona
home,
l
here
s
For sale or trade: 1949
Firewood for sale $20 a rick Two bedroom Trailer in Hardin. quired. Call 753-4406 or 435- Realtorsity.
.
Jeep
Your opportunity 3 bedrooms truck. all original flathead.
FallHouse Cleaning
delivered. $15 a rick you haul completely furhished. Call.43-7 4119
4
2 baths, fully equipped kit- cylinder,
16
inch
snow
Wood ready ndw. 759-1167
tires.
•
Walls,
4850 or 437-4462.
Two bedroom house in Hardin,
windows, floors and carpets,
en...4 good place to raise a and excellent
4 wheel drive.
estimates. Insured and experienced.gutters. Free
completely furnished. Call 437family . Call
7 5 3- $950. Phone 1-354-6217
Call day or
night:
4850 or 431-4462
1492 Offered by Century 21
IMMEDIATE OPENING
Emerson Electric Company has
For sale: 1979 C.1-5 Renegade.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
ediate
Three bedroom- house, fully
759-1176
SUPERVISOR - MURRAY SANITATION
opening for Production Planner - Sc uler
Call 753-3938.
in
carpeted, located near
Farms
45.
For
Sale
DEPARTMENT. RESPONSIBLE POSITI
Materia
ls
Manage
ment. This is a growing man i ac1979 Ford F-150. 4x4, short
ON
-Shores Galt 436, 'Wring concern. Located
WITH EXPERIENCE IN PUBLIC RELAT
109 acres, 70 acres pasture. bed Ranger. Red and white,
-in a rural area near enIONS
2266
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
AND
tucicy Lake, offering excellent fringe benefi and
good woven wirefence. includ- local Air, automatic power -BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Three bedroom house near
ed is 24 head Polled Hereford steering. Power brakes. AM-FM NEW OFFICE HOURS:
DESIRABLE. SALARY COMMENSURATE WITH
salary. Send confidential resume and salary
Closed All Day Wed.
University. Available now. No
cattle of which 14 tows will stereo radio New aluminudy Monday
requirements to, or call, Andy Bacharach, InQUALIFICATIONS. EXCELLENT FRINGE
-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 015:00
pets. $250. 753-3942.
calve in March. 400 bales hay wheels and new white raised
dustrial Relations -Manager, P.O. Box 610,
BENEFITS. APPLICATIONS AND JOB DESCRIPPrice of
Paris,
Located on 'Highway 280 and letter tires.. Parker Ford. 153TN 38242.(901)642-1120. An Equal Opportunity
TION ARE AVAILABLE IN THE OFFICE OF THE
Three bedrooiff house, washer
EmHAIRCUT $1.25
Old Murray-Concord road.ilust 5273.
PRICE SHAVE 75'
and dryer hookup. available
CITY CLERK,CITY HALL BUILDING,AND WILL
ployer.
For IllespitelI hors. =Iv photo call 753
3•SS ••• MT sty..
hiplohc
$85,000.
South
Call
off
121
January 15th, located on
BE ACCEPTED UNTIL 4:30 p.m., JANUARY
1973
Ford
F.350,
cab
and
16,
753-3625._
Highway 94 East. Call 1531980. THE CITY OF MURRAY IS AN EQUAL OPchassis, dual rear wheels. V8.
6295.
4-speed.cpower steering and
PORTUNITY EMPLOYER OPERATING UNDER
46. Homes For Sale
AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTIOW PLAN.
For sale: Brick home. 3• brakes. Real nice for a '73'.
National Hampshire Moat Hog Conference
36. For Rent Of Lease
has changed its name to
bedrooms. 2 baths, den, kit- Now's the time to buy it right!
Auctio
n 10:00 am., Bowling Green, KY,
chen with built-ins, living Parker Ford. 753-5273.
The Calloway Countyllscal COurCal'accept
Tuesda
y,
January 8, W.K.U. ag. Expo Center.
room, large utility, central heat For sale: 197 21/f ton GMC
bids on the following truck in the County Judge's ofand is under new management
Warehouse
and air..prage, patio. 3 acres wrecker with 1973 350 engine. Offering 100 healthy tested boors cad 100
fice at the Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky. until
From 10% to 50% off on all Craft items land, stock pond and barn. Call 474-2393.
Storage Space
open gilts from top Ilimpshire herds in U.S.A.
Tuesday, January fl, 1980 at 1:00 p.m. at which Located 6 miles from Murray. 1978 Ford Custom van, loaded
For
Rent
For
more information call or write: Hampshire
time bids will be opened.
in the store.
....
545.000 Call 753-2338 after 5 with extras. $6500. Call 159.753-4758
(1)Truck As Follows:
Swine
Registry, 1111 Main St., Peoria, IL
Pm.
Located 4 miles South of'Murray 'on 641 in Nesbitts
1915.
1980 Model Gravel Dump Truck with a minimum
61606.
Ph.
309 674-9134.
Old Fabric Shop.
Four
bedroom.
brick
two
story
For sale: 1975 Jeep. $3300.
GVW of 30,000 pounds. 400 Cu. In. Engine or larger,
37. Livestock-Supplies
house. 704 Olive Street. 153- 436-2573.
5 speed Clark Transmission Model 0397V, Eaton'
492-8
611
Clover and Timothy hay for
51919 am to 4 30 pm.
22,000443 2speed Rear Axle (6:14'8:38 Ftatig), 23,0000
For sale. 1973 Ford Courier
sale. Phone 382-2489. .
47. Motorcycles
Rear Springs, 4,0000 Aux. Rear springs, 102" Cab to
pickup.
automatic
Duroc boars for sale. Call 15
Axle, Heavy Duty High Tensile Steel Fran*,Heavy
1977 Harley Davidson Sport- transmission, good condition.
067-2 after 6 pm.
'
Duty High Tensile Steel Frame Reinforcement,
_
ster. 8,500 miles. like new, 51575. 489-2189.9,0000 Front Axle, 12,0000 Front Springs, Hyd.
Wheat straw for sale. Call 4R9$2,500 firm Call 436-2289.
1978 GMC Sierra Grande,
Don't let the Bathroom make your house
Brakes W/Vacuum Reserve Tank, 10:00 Rx20 (14
2630.
1971 Honda Trail bike, like three-quarter ton. 4x4 Maroon
look
"Behind The Times" Give it the
Ply) Front Tires - Regular Tread, 10:00 Ftx20 (14
38. Pets-Supplies
new. excellent 'condition. Call and cream. Loaded with all
Yamah
a
piano
s
and
Organ
Ply) Rear Tires - On/Off Road, 20x71
s
also
equipmen
Super
t
nice Low
/
2" - 5 Deg.
• AKC registered Doberman pup
Front & Rear Wheels-Cast Spoke, 60 Amp AlterWurlitzer pianos. We also sell sheet 489-2611 after 4 pm.
mileage Parker Ford. 1531
pies.
females,
$100,
males,
48. Auto. Services
nator or larger, Heavy Duty Battery - 65 Amp or
5273.
music and books.
$1 25. Call 437-4535 or 527larger, Power Steering, 2-50 Gallon Step Gas Tanks,
1975 GMC High Sierra. bought'
NICRELI
NICRELI
V
R
9991.
See Chuck And Virgina Whitiv
Tow Hooks on front.
new
by owner. 35,000 actual
CARRO
LL
' AKC German Shepherd- pupBody-Steel Dump
CI
miles. Ac, ps, it AM-FM stereo
TIRE
pies. Also guild,. dogs. Call
12' x 7'4" x 30" sides 36" ends, Approximate 10
tape player .53100 Call 753ti1
OM-554-2153. Paducah,
yard capacity, Single Front Mount- Telr.m.ukte Hoist
SERVICE-. rit 9920.
KenUY
18 ton capacity or 8" Asphalt Lip on Rear '•4 Cab
2927 Lone Oak!Wad
Your Car,A0d
ct..overIllevo 1979 .ford 1- •
Paducah, Ky
Mud Flaps, Running Lights, Cab levers for
Karen Terrier, AKC registered
Light Truck
O. 4x4. Lock out hubs, load2
554-5544
Hoist di PTO.
Call 759-1664',
Tire Dealer
ed with all equipment double
11111
Calloway County reserves the right to reject any
tanks. big mirror. deluxe twoTwo year old, female. Pointer
Located
1105 Pogue
one mile on 1-24, Lone Oak Rood in Volley
-Quality That Will Please"
v".•
.and all bids.
tone paint, green on white
Bird dog, best offer excepted
753-14419
Shopping Center.
9th
So
753-5719
Make
an offer Parker Ford.
Call 474-2259.
UNIROYAL UNIROYAL
753-5273.
For sale 40 Frigidare electric
oven Call 492 8865 after 5

t

and
ac
am
ary
epnet
01
pes
ute
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753-
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PLANNER-SCHEDULER

Noreen's Dolls & Crafts
West Ky. Originals

dog so a
tte

New Pianos from $888.00
New Organs from $888.00

MARBLE

"Now Look"with
MARBLE

Family Music Center

p5

Thornton Tile
&Marble
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In Shooting Of 18-Year-Old

Jury Rules Officer Used Justifiable Use Of Force

011is Anderson
Dies Today

LONDON, Ky. 4AP) — A
.14._.Anderson. 67, of coroner's jury has ruled _that
Honk. 2. Murray. died at 730 the fatal shooting of a London
tutinuag. at the Murray- youth by a Kentucky State
( Atom ay County Hospital.
Police trooper represented
Anderson. who retired in justifiable use of force.
1476 after 26 y-ears with the
The ruling after Friday's
calliny ay County Co-op Store, coroner's inquest followed 212
‘tas a member of the Coles hours of deliberation by the
Ground
United jurv, which heard testimony
-Canip
Methodist Church.
from Trooper Nick Hensley
Survivors are his wife. Mrs. that tie Breda shot that killed
1.:iverne Steele Anderson, 'Johnny Freemen, 18, because
Route 2. Murray: his mother. he was in fear for his life.
Mrs. Ethel Norsworthy,Route
More than 100 people packed
3; Benton: a daughter, Mrs.
Laurel circuit courtroom
the
Harton Brenda Jones,Route
Marra y: - and -twei - sons. for the inquest, conduct/ by
.1011iii Anderson and Buddy Coroner'Ed Bowling.
Hensley testified that the
--Andersgp. both of Roble 2,
shooting occuried after ,he
Murray..
Other survivors include two stopped a car Freeman was
sisters. Miss Mettle Nor- driving. When he stopped the
swortlix, Route 3. Benton..and car, Hensley said, two ocMrs. :('harles
Mildred) c-Upants got out and -began
.ofton,
three running away. He said he got
Benton:
hi-(St/ters. Boyd Norsworthy, out of his state police car and
Route 3. Beaton. Wendell ordered them to stop. .
Hensley then approached
Norsworthy and Wade Norcar, saw the driver bent
The
orthy, both of Mayfield".
and seven'grandchildren.
'- over behind the wheel, - and
Funeral arrangements are ordefed him to come out with
Incomplete al this time.- his.hands raised,he said.
He said he moved up to the
__Friends may call at the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral front door on the passenger's
Home after 10 a.m.Sunday.
side of. the car and repeated

the order, but got no response.
Hensley said he saw the
driver reach toward the floor
where a shiny object was
visible, and then turn quickly
toward him. ,
"I was in fear of my life.sot
fired," the trooper said.
Trooper David Lane, who
arrived at the scene shortly
after the shooting, said he
found an umbrella with a
shiny* on the car floor. He
said he also found. a bag,of
"
marijuana in the car.
Though some testimony at
the inquest conflicted.the jury
ruled by a vote of 4-2 that the
shooting' involved justifiable
use of force by a police officer
making an arrest_
I.aurel
County
Commonwealth's Attorney TOM
Handy said there would be
further proceedings in the
case only if someone
requested a grand jury investigation. He said that
anyone doing so would be in
contact with him, and that he
had had no indication such a
request would be!rade:- • ,
One of the occupants of the
car Freeman was driving,
Roger Moore.testified that he.
•

• Industries May Bypass Stgte
HENDERSON, Ky. I API - workers who receive injuries
At its upcording session, the
permanently Legislature is expected to
are
Workmen's compensation that
- laws may be keeping some 'disabling. At the same time, consider revising the laws: A
industries from choosing he said, agents would like to similar attempt by a group of
Kentucky_ as a site for new see cutbacks in areas that are state • senators last year
_ plants, an independent in- being abused.
proved unsuccessful.
surance agent says.
•
R.C.
Martin, former
president of the Kentucky
Independent Insurance
Agents, told the Henderson
•
Rotary Club Thursday that a
-fiveV•=-MAMEitYist ;ftEX .---*Air(-Ceet5nbenil
)
— The city police department"- On Wednesday. a police car
resulted in major problems.
• Martin sajd the revision has is facing a shortage of patrol driven by patrolman David
brought about a 201o1d in- cars following the second _Duncan _collided. at
crease in the amount of claims accident involving'city police Madisonville intersection with
vehicles within a 24-hour a vehicle driven by a man who
filed since 1971
witnesses said ran a red light.
"The basis of the problem Period.. Damage to the police car
But Police Chief James E.
and the reason the rates in
Kentucky are as high Ed-they Bowles said Friday that the was-estimated at$1,917. -are Is because of the un-' department will."make do"' Bowles said Thursday's
denying cost generated by the until replacements — to 'be collision was just an example
t
ordered at a Jan.7 city council. of the "occupational hazard''
present laws," he said.
under which police officers
—
are
ready.
Martin said insurance meeting
,
'It's regrettable, but I can't operate.
agents are lobbying to expand
He said both drivers.were
criticize
the officers due to the
some benefits, especially-for
fact that they were reacting to - using emergency equipment,
an emergency call," Bowles lights and sirens, since they
were responding to an
said of Thursday's collision.
The mishap, in which two emergency call.
"You never know what the
'patrol cars were wrecked,
came as police -were dispat- situation is at the other end,"
ched to the scene of an ac- the police chief said.
Marine Cpl. Keith M. iident that involved
He also expressed hope that
injuries.
Wallace, whose wife, Rhonda,
They had just gotten the the _accident will underscore
is the daughter of Mr- and call and were
on the way to the the need for catition in
Mrs. Joe P. Stone of Route 2, scene. Neither one
knew responding to emergency
Hazel, has been promoted to where the
other one was," calls.
his present rank while serving Bowles explained.
"They'll be reminded you're
at Marine
Air Sta on
.
.
_
erry •onit, .
driven by patrolmen Charles emergency situation if you
A 1977 graduate of Calloway Epley and Edward Hinchee, don't get there," he said.
--County High School, he joined collided- at an intersection en
. __the Marine Corps in June 1977; route to the accident.
Two other patrolmen,
Kenneth Leggett and Steven
Fischer, were passengers in
Regular services will be
the cars. Bowles said all four- held at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. on
The First United Methodist men were treated and Sunday, Jan. 7, at the Sinking
Church 'will celebrate Holy released- from-- Regional Spring Baptist Church with
Communion on &tildes. Jan. Medical Center of Hopkins the pastor, the Rev. Billy_
7, at the 10:50 a.m. service
Turner, as the speaker.
with the pastor, the Rev: Dr.
Special music will be by the
.Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
choir, directed by Tommy
-speaking on the subject, "A
Scott, with Susie Scott as
- Pilgrim
People"
With
pianist and Judy Hughes as
cripture from Hebrews 11:8organist,at the morning hour.
16.
LEXINGTON, Ky.'(AP) — The Youth Choir will sing at
Karen Jackson. will sing a J. L. Jackson, president of the evening service-when The
solo, -To Be God's People." Falcon Coal Co.-of Lexington, Lord's Supper will be ob--N The Chancel Choir, directed has been named deputy served.
"by Paul Shahan with Bea chairman of the board of
L D. Warren, deacon of the
Farrell as organist, will sing directors of the Federal week, will assist in lb& serthe anthem, "The Lord Is My Reserve Bank of Cleveland.
vices.
Strength.".
The 47-year-old Jackson
Sunday School with Jim
Church School will be at 9:45 replaces Dr. Arnold , Weber, Neale as director will be at 10
a.m., the United Methddist who moved out of the bank's a,m. and Church Training
Youth Fellowship Will meet at district. Jackson has,served with Randy Herndon as
p.m., and the COvenant- on the board of the Cincinnati director will be at6 p.m.
. .P 'er Group will meet at 7 , branch of the Federal Reserve
for the last year.
p.m.. all on Sunday.

Freeman and Timothy Rader marijuana cigarettes.
had been driving around for
He said Freeman had-laid
more than an hour when his passengers, "If the law
Hensley began pursuine the cimies by I'm not going to
car.
stop."
The chase went on for more
Hensley. who had been
standing by his car in a gas than six nines, ending on old
station, began the pursuit Ow sley Road about 6 miles
after Freeman squealed his south of London.
tires at the entrance to Levi
Part of the conflicting
Jackson State Park, ac- testimony
involved whether
cording to testimony by Freeman was in
the car when
Hensley. Moore and Rader.
shot.
Rader, said he had seen
Moore said that by that time
Freeman had drunk two beers Freeman get out of the car.
and smoked six or seven After repeated questioning, he

said,"I did see him get out."
Bowling reminded Rader he
was under oath and asked him
the question again. "He was
out," Rader insisted.
Moore said be had not•
looked back allot be left the
car, and did not see whether
Freeman left the ear.
Both Moore and Rader
testified, however, that
Freeman had told them
during the chase that Hensley
had been -looking for"
Freeman.
Hensley acknowledged that

he had previously arreqted Freeman applying
direct
Freeman. about two years pressure to the wound.
ago, but said he did not
He said Hensley told him,
recognize him until after, he "David, he's hurt
bad. Let's
fired the shot. .
try to help-him. I had to shoot
Hensley said Freeman had
never attempted to leave.the
car. He said Freeman
Another witness, state
slumped over .the . console pnlice Detective
Doyle
toward the passenger's side of Stogsdill, testified that he had
the car when he was shot. He received a report from
said he pulled Freeman out of pathologist George Nichols of
the car and began ad- Louisville, who performed the
ministering first aid.
autopsy on Freeman's body,
lane said when he arrived, saying the path of the bullet
Freeman was on the ground, was consistent with Hensley's
and Hensley was bending over
account.
.
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more Dollar Days
OPEN DAILY S I SUNDAYS 124
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ALL ITEMS ON SALE SUN. MON. TUES. ONLY

4.f

Men's
so-13

Boys'
9-11

215

4

;IP

6-Pr. Pkg.

Our
Reg. 5.17.Cushioned foot, comfortable cotton/stretc-

Double-Panel Briefs
Our 87`-96`, Acetate or
acetate nylon in white or
beige. Women's 5-10

a. $1 Pair

Wrecks Leave Police
Short Patrol Vehicles

h nylon. Fits 10-13

b. Box of, 14

.e.,1%.

20 To 40%

EACH
a. Oar 1.27-1.57. Men's or
boys'hi-rrse So-etch sot'ks

COOKIES

boxed 14 greeting cards
c. Our 1.11 9 volt battery in
an alkaline case
d. Our 1.44 ',. -if) • Assorted box cookies

Off

e Our 1.16. Ten 1 Oz •
packages of hot cocoa mt.(

Ladies I Girls

Sportswear
& Sleepwear

"al* m_4111ar *Noy maw ailliormilim

197S Chevrolet
Pick-up
Short wheel base, 4x4, 6 cylinder, 4 speed, power
steering, power brakes, sliding rear window,
locking differential, burgundy, burgundy inside, ap- proximately 25,400 miles.

$5,000

fir

el•liE7111
SA"
-

Iowa mass
annuwiwries Rums anima=

Ii

With Genuine GM Ports

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South

I

Keep That Grew GM Feeling

753-2617

mew milor asKor aitor/Nem maw me=

Bruce Logue will speak on
"Fist Love" with scripture
from Rev. 2:1-7 at the 10:30
a.m. services, and on "Lord,
Teach Us To Pray, No.4" with
scnpfure Trorn Matthew 6:1-8,
16-18, at the 6 p.m:services on
Sunday, Jan. 7, at the
University Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailer, Robert,
Hendon, J. P. Parker, Danny
Nix, James Lawson, Vernon
Gantt, Joe West, *Jr., Ronnie
Dunn, Randy Dunn, Tony
thompsont Tim Erwin, Bill
Bailey, Prentice Dunn,
tummy Reid, Max Cleaver,
and Willard Ails.
Nursery supervisors will be
„Dee Gantt, Shirley Martin.Gwen Hoover, Gaye Smith,
Delores Lawson, and Mabel
Gallagher.
-Bible study will be at 9:30
a.m.Sunday.

warm fleece lining
Reg 20 97

14°°
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1
Padded Scrapbook
Our 3.97. Color Choice
Our 114' fa. Tables, 2P1.

1 -QUART •
VACUUM BOTTLE

Self-Folding Umbrella
Our 3.88, Nylon umbrella
with painted wood handle
In solid COICFS Or prints.

Our Reg.
3.44
0•••••

Multi-Color Rug

2$1
For II.
arpet Deodorizer

25°

Aladdin' brand !hatsmos battle a941 cup plaid
style

Our Reg. 1.87.
Handsome 24x
45
reversible

Jackson Named
Deputy Chairman
To Bank Board

University Church
*To Hear Mr. Logue

Ladies' Seal
Skin Boots

HALF
POUND

a

Holy Communion At
Church On Sunday

IL
r

Sale

e 10-Pack

Keith Wallace
Promoted By
Marine Corps

Sinking Spring To
Hear Rev. Turner

(.5111404 i.14tt
, CREW SOC
S P1./ fin

"Tuliptime" Bedspread

Satin Bed Pillows

Polyester spreads with
soft polyester fiberfill

Our Reg 4 37 . Cfbilted
satin polyester fiberfill

Just powder and vacuum
Freshens carpet room 20
oz •

„Geo ?ROOF" PHOTOFINISHING

ION Mt

2gep

Men's Wool
Shirt

•
r IVY) N
porwrt
..••••••••••

*AAP

Ak\ iv,

Multiplaid hunting shirt
Also in western style

lesiot.11

1 2 Exp *244
20 Exp *344

I.
,
o

Sold

in
Auto D•Pi

Photofinishing
Developing and
print special

Easy Installation I
'

3It

NgI
•

-oz.* Ammonia Cleaner
Parsons' clear, sudsy r),
pine scented household
'POW Chs
cleaner.
opyr.ght• 1980 by Or moo Cnfpn,,,,
,

3

For

12-Volt Sealed Beams
Select 4000 or 4001 sealed
beams Save
6014% Sealed Beam, $2

41=11
THE SAVING PLACE

2/S
Trash Can Liners

50, 30x37- plastic liners
for 20-30-gal. cans. Save

Metal Trash
Can

$4

Sole Price
20 Gallon Metal Garbage
Con Shop now and save at
K-Mart

-tTgefAtilif.W.`11
.41711VVOIA2:41
,.:.,NIMAR:frirtjari
4 W/4311'isor1W-44
0
'10.V0.11,1111".
ef'At srtft..0; 4314y,;_*"
W 9,r;./14141
.101101-P,
onci 141-e;
*
,
Ill'ilktvertl
venfitWLt;
For
•

2

4851 or 4852
rectangular
beam $4 ea.
8052 beam
$5 ea.

For

agr/

• •

(AVE 5.01.
1D
Sold im A.

0.01W

Digital Quartz Clock
Our 19.88, Fits on, under or
in dash. 12-volt. Save'

1" Furnace Filters
Replaceable furnace filters
In selection of sizes Save

700 U.S. Highway 641

ft

